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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, aircraft operators are trying to minimise their expenses. Most of the 

cost for an aircraft operator is allocated to the engine maintenance overhaul. 

Therefore, each shop visit should be as efficient as possible taking into account 

both life and non-life limited parts. 

This thesis attempts to analyse the influence of a typical maintenance program 

to the lifing of non-life limited parts. A Boeing 777-200ER equipped with a General 

Electric GE90-94B engine was selected for this project. Turbomatch and Hermes 

models were used to simulate the operation of both engine and aircraft over a 

variety of operating conditions. In addition, a reference flight for this type of long 

haul aircraft was simulated. Next step was the creation of the maintenance 

program for such an engine. In order to predict the interval and the cost for each 

engine shop visit, cost estimate relationships had to be created. A regression 

process enabled the author to create five cost estimate relationships, which can 

be used to predict a basic maintenance program for the GE90-94B. 

The thesis progresses with the non-life limited parts lifing study and more 

specifically it focuses on the high pressure compressor blades. A preliminary 

compressor design as well as, a detailed analysis of the first stage rotor blades 

were conducted, revealing the stresses imposed on the blade surface. The next 

step involved a fracture mechanics analysis for the blades. By using an Advisory 

Circular issued by the Federal Aviation Administration and a fracture mechanics 

model the author was able to estimate the probability for a blade to develop a 

1mm length crack over a specific amount of flight cycles. Finally, a Double 

Goodman Diagram analysis was performed to evaluate the effect of the combine 

low and high fatigue on the blades. 

Keywords:  

General Electric GE90, Cost Estimate Relationship, Regression, Preliminary 

Compressor Design, Fracture Mechanics, Low and High Cycle Fatigue  
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ΠΕΡΙΛΗΨΗ 

Στην σημερινή εποχή οι αεροπορικές εταιρείες προσπαθούν να περιορίσουν με 

κάθε δυνατό τρόπο τα έξοδα τους. Μια από τις μεγαλύτερες δαπάνες των 

αεροπορικών εταιρειών αποτελεί η συντήρηση των κινητήρων του αεροσκάφους. 

Κατά συνέπεια, κάθε κύκλος συντήρησης του κινητήρα θα πρέπει να είναι όσο το 

δυνατόν πιο αποδοτικός, λαμβάνοντας υπόψιν τόσο τα εξαρτήματα 

περιορισμένης διαρκείς ζωής όσο και αυτά που δεν έχουν κάποιο περιορισμό (life 

limited parts / non-life limited parts).  

Η διπλωματική αυτή αποτελεί μια προσπάθεια να αναλυθεί ένα τυπικό 

πρόγραμμα συντήρησης αεροστροβίλου αεροπορικής χρήσης και να μελετηθεί η 

επίδραση των εξαρτημάτων που δεν έχουν περιορισμό στο προσδόκιμο ζωής 

τους. Για την επίτευξη αυτού ένα αεροσκάφος τύπου Boeing 777-200ER 

εξοπλισμένο με έναν κινητήρα General Electric GE90-94B επιλέχθηκε. Εν 

συνεχεία χρησιμοποιήθηκαν μοντέλα Turbomatch και Hermes για να 

προσομοιωθούν τόσο το αεροσκάφος όσο και ο αεριοστρόβιλος. Το επόμενο 

βήμα περιλάμβανε την εκτίμηση του προγράμματος συντήρησης. 

Χρησιμοποιήθηκε η διαδικασία παλινδρόμησης προκειμένου να σχηματίσουν  

συνολικά πέντε μαθηματικές σχέσεις, ικανές να προβλέψουν την συχνότητα και 

το κόστος κάθε κύκλου συντήρησης για τον κινητήρα GE90-94B.  

Στην συνέχεια η προσοχή στράφηκε στα εξαρτήματα χωρίς περιορισμό στην 

διάρκεια ζωής (non-life limited parts) και πιο συγκεκριμένα στην πρώτη σειρά  

πτερυγίων του συμπιεστή υψηλής πίεσης. Αρχικά πραγματοποιήθηκε ένας 

προκαταρκτικός σχεδιασμός του συμπιεστή υψηλής πίεσης, καθώς και μια 

αναλυτική μελέτη του πρώτου σταδίου, που απέδωσε τις ασκούμενες στα 

πτερύγια τάσεις. Εν συνεχεία ακολούθησε μια ανάλυση θραυστομηχανικής στα  

πτερύγια του συμπιεστή. Χρησιμοποιώντας αναλυτικές οδηγίες του Federal 

Aviation Administration καθώς και ένα μοντέλο θραυστομηχανικής, εκτιμήθηκε η 

πιθανότητα δημιουργίας ρωγμής ενός χιλιοστού σε ένα προκαθορισμένο χρονικό 

διάστημα. Τέλος, εφαρμόστηκε η τεχνική Double Goodman Diagram για να 

εκτιμηθεί η επίδραση του συνδυασμένου κύκλου κόπωσης (low and high cycle 

fatigue) στη πρώτη σειρά πτερυγίων του συμπιεστή.   
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1 Introduction 

For a modern gas turbine, maintenance cost constitutes a significant portion of 

the total operating cost. Therefore it is no surprise that aircraft operators attempt 

to minimise engine maintenance cost. Typical maintenance program nowadays, 

are based on strict rules governing the life limited parts such as the heavy metal 

rotating parts of the engine. Engine manufacturers issue guidelines suggesting 

the life expectancy for the life limited parts. Consequently, the rest of the gas 

turbine components follow the same scheduling.  

The management of the maintenance schedule can became inefficient and 

costly, because many components are removed from the gas turbine before they 

have reached their life expectancy limit. Specially the high pressure compressor 

blades.  

1.1 Main Objectives 

The main objectives of this project are as follows: 

 Simulate the engine and aircraft operation using the Cranfield Turbomatch 

and Hermes Codes for a reference flight. 

 Create cost estimate relationships to predict the cost and interval of the 

engine shop visits. 

 Perform a preliminary compressor design. Define the blade shape and 

calculate the stresses on the blades. 

 Calculate the probability of a blade failing inspection in a specified number 

of flight cycles and study the effect of the combined high and low cycle 

fatigue on the blades. 

1.2 Thesis Structure 

This thesis comprises the following chapters. 

Chapter 2 Gas Turbine Maintenance. The basics for the aircraft engine 

maintenance are described. The strategies which the airlines follow and their 

implications are also included. The main causes of engine removal, as well as 

the non-life limited parts are also discussed. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology. This chapter explains the methodology the author 

followed in this project.  

Chapter 4 Engine Simulation. The simulation of the engine was conducted in this 

chapter. A brief discussion of the way that Turbomatch works is included. The 

results of the simulation and the points where the model was validated are also 

presented.  

Chapter 5 Aircraft Simulation. The simulation of the Boeing 777-200ER was the 

subject of this chapter. First an example of the calculations that Hermes 

computes is presented. The description of the model used and the verification 

process follow. The simulation of a reference flight for London Heathrow to New 

York JFK airport concludes this chapter. 

Chapter 6 Cost Estimate Relationships. The processes of creating and 

normalizing an engine database are described. In addition, the basic theory of 

cost estimate relationships is included. The final cost estimate relationships which 

can predict the cost and interval for the engine overhaul are also presented. 

Chapter 7 High Pressure Compressor Design. A preliminary compressor design 

is conducted. The annulus geometry is extracted and compered with the actual 

geometry. The velocity triangles for the first stage of the compressor are also 

defined and by using them the basic shape of the blades is created. The blade 

stresses imposed by the centrifugal load as well as the changes in pressure and 

velocity over the blade are derived for the leading and trailing edge.    

Chapter 8 Fracture Mechanics. This chapter include a fracture mechanics 

analysis for the first blade row of the HPC. The probability for a detectable crack 

appearing under a specific number of flight cycles is calculated. In addition, a 

Double Goodman Diagram technique was used to evaluate the effect of the 

combine high and low cycle fatigue on the blades. 

Chapter 9 Conclusion and Recommendations. The final chapter contains the 

author’s conclusions relating with the influence of the maintenance program to 

the lifing of the non-life limited parts. In addition, the author made several 

recommendations concerning some future work on the same subject.     
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2 Gas Turbine Maintenance 

2.1 Airlines Cost Structure 

The air transportation market has seen an excessive growth over the past years. 

In addition to that the market itself has become very aggressive and competitive. 

Most of the airlines today are seeking new ways to reduce their expenses in order 

to stay profitable in a market where low fare carriers are thriving. This is the 

reason why we observe a change in the airline cost structure nowadays. Airlines 

are implementing new technologies that can potentially contribute to the 

reduction of the operation cost for an aircraft throughout its life. Maintenance, 

repair and overhaul (MRO) costs for an airline gas turbine constitutes a major 

component of that total operating cost [1].  

 

Figure 2-1 Aircraft Maintenance Cost [2] 

The cost of maintaining an aircraft engine is such a large proportion of the total 

MRO costs due to the complexity of those machines. Inspection, disassembly, 

reassembly and testing of a modern gas turbine requires many man hours that 

result in a high labour cost.  
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Moreover the high temperatures and stresses exerted on the components of the 

engine require expensive materials that can withstand those severe conditions. 

This is why an engine overhaul can cost many times more that the initial purchase 

cost and also is the reason why the MRO is purely a cost driven process. 

Therefore many aircraft operators develop complex monitoring and cost 

estimating tools that can help them predict the costs associated with the operation 

of a gas turbine over its life cycle.   

2.2 Maintenance Strategies 

It is obvious that maintenance is a significant part of any airline organization. It 

involves a lot of planning and management in order to minimize the costs. There 

are several strategies which can be applied but not all of them are suitable for an 

aircraft engine. The simplest maintenance strategy is called run-to-failure. This 

technique allows the equipment to operate until failure occurs. For obvious 

reasons related to the safety of the aircraft that type of maintenance program is 

not applicable for an airline engine. In the earlier age of aviation a technique 

called time-based maintenance was used. Aircraft engines were removed for an 

overhaul on a fixed interval rate. This time based schedule attempts to prevent 

failures by replacing the components before a critical situation occurs. The 

disadvantage of this method is the assumption that all the components age at the 

same rate regardless of the operating conditions. In recent years the most 

frequently used maintenance strategy is called condition – based maintenance. 

This method prevents failures by monitoring the deterioration level of the gas 

turbine components. The repair or the replacement of a component can take 

place when the monitored value exceeds a predetermined limit. Further 

techniques like opportunity maintenance and design out method, are also not 

suitable for a gas turbine since the risk of failure is not tolerable [2] [3]. 

2.3 Engine Condition Monitoring 

Engine Condition Monitoring (ECM) is necessary when a condition-based 

maintenance strategy is applied.  
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Before the evolution of this technique the maintenance crew used to rely on the 

pilot to retrieve the various parameters, using the instrumentation inside the 

aircraft cockpit. Data was manually recorded once during take-off and once in 

cruise conditions. Therefore the reliability and the efficiency of the whole 

maintenance program suffered. Modern aircraft engines are equipped with 

electronic engine control systems. Those devices apart from controlling the safe 

operating of the gas turbine, also monitor the engine using a separate 

maintenance software. They can collect data at a much faster pace that a manual 

system and with higher accuracy. Those systems also have the option to transmit 

information directly to a ground station [4]. The collected data can be classified 

into two categories. The first category includes data which is not directly related 

to the engine trust level and the operating conditions, like the oil temperature and 

the vibration level of the engine. While the second category consists of 

measurements like the gas path temperature, fuel consumption and rotational 

speed for the high and low pressure shafts of the engine. In addition to those a 

set of characteristics flight parameters like the altitude and flight speed are also 

collected. All the gathered information is being used to produce trend lines. By 

comparing the produced trend lines with base lines provided by the engines 

manufacturer the faulty component can be found and replaced. Apart from data 

collection, engine condition monitoring also includes the physical monitoring of 

an engine such as borescope inspections [2]. 

2.4 Engine Shop Visit 

Even though in recent years engine original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 

have tried to improve the on-wing maintenance by making the internal 

components more accessible, the engine deterioration will eventually make the 

operation of the engine unsafe and perhaps non profitable. At that point the 

engine is removed from the wing for an overhaul. Also worth mentioning is that 

the engine is replaced so that the aircraft can continue to operate while the engine 

is refurbished. The whole process of removing and replacing an engine can be 

completed by a group of 3-4 mechanics in under 8 hours [2].  
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2.4.1 Primary causes of engine removal 

A shop visit can be either a scheduled or unexpected event. An unexpected shop 

visit could be the result of foreign object damage.  

Debris can enter the engine while the aircraft is taxing, taking off or landing, as 

well as when the aircraft flies. In a case of a scheduled shop visit there are three 

usual causes: 

 Hardware Deterioration 

 Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) Margin Deterioration 

 Expiry of Life Limited Parts (LLPs) 

The type of the engine influences the cases of an engine removal. As the 

following diagram suggests short haul engines are more likely to be removed due 

to the depletion of the EGT margin and the expiry of their life limited parts. On the 

other hand medium to long haul engines suffer more from hardware and EGT 

deterioration [5]. The reasons of this difference are going to be explained in the 

next chapter. This thesis project is focused more on the medium to long haul 

aircraft engines.   

 

Figure 2-2 Primary Causes for Engine Removal [5] 

EGT Margin Deterioration  

The exhaust gas temperature is one of the most important measurements for a 

gas turbine, because it can be easily related to the efficiency of the machine at a 

specific thrust level. The increase in the EGT depends on the component 

deterioration that the engine experiences. 
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A possible cause for the degradation of the EGT can be the wear of the 

turbomachinery in the engine’s compressor and turbine. That wear increases the 

components losses, through mechanisms like the over tip leakage, making the 

whole engine less efficient.  

In order for the engine to provide the same amount of thrust more fuel is 

introduced into the combustor resulting in a higher exhaust gas temperature. If 

the EGT exceeds a predetermined limit and the engine continues to operate, the 

safety of the components can be compromised. This is why every engine is 

certified with a maximum value of EGT called red line EGT. The difference 

between the monitored EGT and the red line EGT is the EGT margin. Also worth 

mentioning is that the Outside Air Temperature (OAT) influences the EGT and 

the relationship between the two is almost linear. 

Life Limited Parts Expiry  

Another possible cause for the removal of the engine is the expiry of LLPs. The 

parts on an aircraft engine are called limited parts if their failure results in an 

uncontrolled situation. As the name suggests those components are certify for a 

specific number of engine flight cycles (EFC). The LLPs on a gas turbine 

comprise of rotating parts such as shaft and disks, and stationary parts such as 

casings and engine mounts. For example the booster shaft on a General Electric 

90-94B engine is certified for 20,000 EFC [6]. After the utilization of those flight 

cycles the engine has to visit the workshop for an overhaul. Usually short haul 

engines experience LLPs expiry as the cause of engine removal. Those engines 

operate with a low ration of flight cycles to flight hours resulting in a higher rate of 

LLPs life consumption.  

Hardware Deterioration  

The last reason for an engine overhaul is the degradation of the engine’s 

hardware. The components inside an engine are exposed to high temperatures 

and stresses, particularly the high pressure compressor and turbine. The non-life 

limited parts like blades that operate under those conditions, suffer from low and 

high cycle fatigue, thermo-mechanical fatigue and corrosion.  
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This results in a reduction in the life of the components or ever failure. To prevent 

failure each component is closely examined as part of the engine condition 

monitoring procedure and necessary the defective part is replaced.  

2.4.2 Typical Shop Visit Planning 

Engine Module Construction 

Modern aircraft engine like the GE 90-94B are built using separate assemblies 

called modules. This is an attempt by the OEMs to reduce the time required to 

replace a component of the engine. A twin spool engine usually consists of 6 

modules [7]. The fan, the low pressure compressor (LPC), the high pressure 

compressor (HPC), the combustion chamber, the high pressure turbine (HPT) 

and the low pressure turbine (LPT). 

In many cases the high pressure compressor, turbine and the combustor are 

referred to as the core of the engine. A typical modular construction for a twin 

shaft gas turbine can be seen in the following figure.  

 

Figure 2-3 Twin Spool Module Architecture [8] 

Shop Visit Planning 

The overhaul of an engine comprises two major activities. The first is the 

restoration of the EGT, while the second is the replacement of the life limited 

parts.  
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More specifically when an engine visits the workshop the first step is the 

disassembly of the engine and the inspection of each module individually. The 

following procedure is the removal of parts, such as blades, and the inspection 

for their serviceability. If those part are considered serviceable a restoration can 

take place. The last steps are the reassembly and testing of the restored engine.  

At this point it is noteworthy that from the total cost the material cost constitutes 

approximately 60% - 70%, labor cost is equal to 20% - 30% and remaining 10% 

- 20% accounts for the repair cost.   

Different modules on the engine do not experience the same level of stress and 

temperature, so they do not require the same level of attention at each workshop 

visit. For this reason there are three level of work scope that can be applied to 

each module separately. A typical example of the different level of work scopes 

for each module is illustrated in the table below.   

 

Table 2:1 Typical Engine Work Scope 

The Minimum work scope includes only the exterior inspection of the module and 

some negligible repairs. The Performance level requires the disassembly of the 

module and the inspection of parts like blades, seals and shrouds. Lastly the Full 

Overhaul level calls of a full teardown of the module and the individual inspection 

and replacement of each of the parts. The manufacturer of the engine usually 

issues guidelines of the level of work scope for every module of an aircraft engine 

[5].   

2.5 Shop Visit Cost and Interval 

As it is already mentioned the shop visit intervals are caused due to EGT margin 

depletion, hardware deterioration, LLP expiry or unexpected events like foreign 

object damage.  
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All the causes apart for the debris damage depend on the operation conditions of 

the gas turbine. Therefore there is a relationship between the shop visit cost and 

interval with the thrust rating of the engine, the operational severity and the 

utilization of the engine. 

2.5.1 Engine Utilization 

A useful way to describe the usage of an aero engine is the ratio between engine 

flight hours per engine flight cycles (EFH / EFC). A typical flight for a commercial 

aircraft consists of a high thrust level at take-off, a steady thrust level at cruise 

and a decrease in the thrust level at the descent and landing phases. Those 

changes in the thrust level correspond to one full engine cycle. In addition to that 

many aircraft use reverse thrust to decelerate after touching down. This also 

correspond to an engine cycle, but since this phase is only few seconds long it 

usually tends to be ignored. Using the EFH / EFC ratio the distinction between 

short and long haul aircraft is simpler. Usually short haul aircraft have a ration 

equal to 1-2 while long haul can reach values of 7-10. 

2.5.2 Thrust Rating 

As the thrust level increases for a gas turbine so does to the temperatures inside 

the engine. Consequently, the core components experience greater thermal 

stresses. That has an effect on the depletion of the EGM margin of the gas 

turbine. 

2.5.3 Operational Severity  

The operational severity include all the conditions that create more challenging 

operating conditions for the gas turbine.  

The first one is the flight length. For a long flight the engine spends more of the 

time at cruise conditions which are not demanding. Therefore a longer flight is 

less severe to an aircraft engine than a short one.  
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The second conditions is the take-off derate and it relates with the trust rating 

mentioned above. When an aircraft do not require all the available thrust from the 

engine the take-off thrust can be reduce, that results in a reduction of the rate of 

EGT margin depletion.  

The next operating conditions that affects the severity is the ambient 

temperatures. The Outside Air Temperature (OAT) is linked with the EGT margin 

and the trust level of the engine. For the same thrust level as the OAT increases 

the EGM margin decreases, making the operating of the engine more demanding. 

Lastly the environment in which a gas turbine operates is crucial to the severity. 

An environment containing dust and sand particles than enter the engine will 

results in higher deterioration especially in the compressor and turbine blades. 

2.6 Non-Life Limited Parts 

The objective of this thesis project is to study the influence of the maintenance 

schedule to the non-life limited parts of an airline engine. More specifically, it is 

focused on the high pressure compressor blades of a General Electric 90-94B. 

The airfoils on a high pressure compressor are not life limited parts but they are 

critical parts. This means that if they fail, the safe operation of the gas turbine can 

be compromised. Blades are also a part that requires the manufacturer’s 

approval. This concept was introduced by the Federal Aviation Administration 

and it ensures that the replacement blade will be designed and manufactured 

under certain regulations [5]. The first step in analyzing the influence of the 

compressor blade to the maintenance program is to understand the mechanisms 

that make the blades fail.  

2.6.1  Compressor Blade Failure Modes 

There are two major categories of failure modes which apply to compressor 

blades. First are the mechanical failure modes that include High Cycle Fatigue 

(HCF), Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) and Thermo-Mechanical fatigue. The second 

category of failure modes include corrosion which is an environmental driven 

process. In this project the blade life analysis will be based on high and low cycle 

fatigue.  
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Compressor blades experience a variety of different loads. The most severe of 

them is the centrifugal load caused by the rotation of the shaft. The resulting 

tensile stress is a maximum at the root of the blade. Apart from this loading, gas 

bending moments due to change in the pressure and the velocity in both 

tangential and axial direction are also imposed on the blade. Those gas bending 

moments are fluctuating because of the interaction between stationary and 

rotational components on the compressor.  

At the inlet of the high pressure compressor of the GE 90-94B inlet guide vanes 

(IGVs) are installed to turn the flow in the desirable direction. IGVs are stationary 

blades that create at region of low flow velocity behind them, called a wake. As 

the rotor blades cross the IGVs the gas bending moments acting on them change 

and a cyclic loading is created. The frequency of that loading depends on the 

number of IGVs installed on the engine, the rotational speed and the time that 

the gas turbine is in operation. This situation produces what is known as high 

cycle fatigue. On the other hand, low cycle fatigue is caused by starting and 

stopping operation of the machine. HCF is usually associated with low stresses 

and high frequency while LCF is the exact opposite condition. 

Fatigue Mechanism  

Fatigue is a phenomenon where a material can fail at a much lower stress level 

than the material static strength, if the loading is fluctuating. The cyclic loading 

combined with the crystalline nature of the materials used on compressor blades 

are what drives the fatigue mechanism. The process of fatigue can be divided 

into three phases: Crack Initiation, Crack Propagation and Failure by Fracture [9].  

Crack Initiation  

It is typical for cracks to initiate from the surface of the material. The bonds that 

hold the outside layer of grains are weak making the distortion more likely at the 

surface. In addition to that the stress concentration and the corrosive conditions 

at the surface of the blade enhance the creation of initial cracks.  
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The slippage between crystals which are aligned with the cyclic loading is 

responsible for the formation initial micro-cracks. The defects in the material 

increase the local stress concentration and quickly can be developed into macro-

cracks. 

Propagation of Crack 

The next phase is more important for identifying the fatigue resistance of a 

material. Since every sample of a material will include impurities it is safe to 

assume that the material will have initial micro-cracks. The propagation of cracks 

can be spilt in two segments. At the first, the slippage between crystals in the 

direction of maximum shear stress takes place.  

While in the second one the propagation of the crack changes direction to avoid 

planes that slippage cannot occur. At low stress conditions the propagation of a 

crack can account for up to 90% of the material life [9].  

Failure by Fracture 

The propagation of a crack continues until the size of the crack reaches a critical 

value. At that point the structural integrity of the material is compromised, since 

the loading is applied at a small cross sectional area and the stress concentration 

is very high. The failure can then occur by a gross yielding, ductile shear or a fast 

running brittle fracture [9]. The mechanism of crack propagation and fracture will 

be discussed in greater detail in the chapter 8. 

2.7 Non-Life Limited Parts Inspection 

The non-life limited parts and more specifically the blades of the high pressure 

compressor are located deep in the core of the engine. It is not practical to 

disassemble the gas turbine each time an inspection has to take place. In order 

to simplify the process manufacturers have installed inspection ports in several 

key locations. The maintenance crew can use them to insert a borescope and 

monitor the condition of the interior of the engine without removing the casing. 

Borescope inspection follows a schedule determined by the OEMs buy 

unscheduled inspections can occur in the case of a malfunction. 
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A borescope is comprised of an eyepiece where a magnification lens is located, 

a flexible or rigid tube that includes the optical relay and optical fiber systems and 

at the end an objective lens [10]. Light for the light source travels to the object 

through the optical fibre system and returns back to the eyepiece through the 

relay system. 

 

Figure 2-4 Borescope [11] 

Another feature of flexible borescope is the ability to control the movement of the 

objective lens. Articulated borescopes can either move into two or four directions 

and are much easier to navigate inside the small cavities of the engine. Lastly 

borescope inspections are an effective means of detecting degradation because 

the smallest detectable crack size is slightly less than 1mm [12].  

2.8 Chapter Conclusion  

This chapter was dedicated to the maintenance schedule of an airline gas turbine. 

The importance of the maintenance was discussed and the different types of 

maintenance programs were explained. In addition to that, the procedures 

involved in engine overhaul and the causes of an engine shop visit were 

described. This thesis project focuses more on the influence of a typical engine 

maintenance program to the life of a non-life limited part such as a compressor 

blade. Therefore a quick description of the mechanisms responsible for the failure 

of the blades and the inspection techniques used for them was included in this 

chapter.   
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3 Methodology  

This chapter provides an overview of the methodology used by the author in his 

research. The main objective is to identify the influence of a normal maintenance 

schedule on the high pressure compressor of a General Electric 90-94B engine. 

The first step is the creation of the maintenance program. In order to achieve this 

the author used the Cranfield Turbomatch and Hermes codes to simulate the 

performance of the engine and the aircraft. Next step involved the formation and 

usage of cost estimate relationships to predict the maintenance program. After 

calculating the total amount of Engine Fight Cycles (EFC) a blade lifing model, 

based on fracture mechanics, is used to determine the probability of a blade 

failure.  

3.1 Turbomatch Simulation 

Turbomatch is a gas turbine simulation code developed at Cranfield. It is used to 

simulate the performance of the GE90-94B engine at both design point and off 

design conditions. Initial the process starts by matching the results of the 

simulation with the available data in the literature. When satisfied that the model 

represents as closely as possible the actual engine, the Turbomatch code is used 

as an input to the Hermes program to simulate the performance of the aircraft.  

3.2 Hermes Simulation 

Hermes is an integrated engine-aircraft simulation code. It combines some 

geometrical characteristics of the airframe with the results from the Turbomatch 

code to simulate the operation of the aircraft over a mission. The model used in 

this thesis represents the Boeing 777-200 ER aircraft and the first step was the 

formation of a payload /range curve that matched the actual one provided by 

Boeing. When an acceptable simulation was achieved the model was used to 

represent a specific flight from London, Heathrow to New York JFK.  

3.3 Maintenance Schedule  

With the results available for the reference flight, the cost estimate relationships 

can be used to predict the maintenance program for the specific aircraft.  
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The creation of the cost estimate relationships is a procedure that involves the 

collection of data for a large engine database and a back step regression process. 

This process will be fully explained in chapter six. 

3.4 Blade Sizing 

This step includes the necessary procedures to retrieve a basic shape for the 

compressor blades. In a high pressure compressor the first stage will experience 

the higher stresses. The first row blades are longer and therefore the centrifugal 

stresses will be higher. The basic shape for the first stage blades will arise from 

a preliminary compressor design study.  

3.5 Blade Lifing  

The last step consists of the lifing analysis of the compressor blade. Having 

calculated the basic dimensions of the blade, the stresses imposed on it can be 

derived. For the lifing of the blade two methods will be used. The first is a fracture 

mechanics model that predicts the crack propagation. The second is a basic high 

cycle fatigue lifing study using a Goodman diagram approach. 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Methodology 
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4 Engine Simulation 

This chapter includes the specifications for the selected engine, the basic function 

of the Turbomatch code, the model the author used to simulate the performance 

of the engine and the results from the matching process.  

4.1 General Electric 90-94B 

Initially the study was conducted using a larger more powerful and newer gas 

turbine the GE 90-115B1. However the lack of data available for that specific 

engine made the matching process difficult. To avoid this problem the author 

decided to change his selection and work with a slightly older engine the GE 90-

94B. The General Electric GE 90 was developed from the Nasa Energy Efficient 

Engine. It is a twin spool large turbofan engine. The fan has a diameter of 3.4 

meters and includes 22 blades constructed from carbon composite material with 

a titanium leading edge. After the fan, the flow splits and follows either the path 

through the core of the gas turbine or the bypass duct. Inside the core of the 

engine, a low pressure compressor or booster is located to increase the core 

mass flow. The high pressure compressor, which follows, initially had 10 stages 

but it was decided that the final stage was not necessary. The HPC in the GE 90-

94B is a 9 stage compressor with a pressure ratio of 23:1 at take-off conditions. 

In order to ensure stall free operation of the front stages at part speed, 5 rows of 

variable stator vanes were also included in the design. The combustion chamber 

is constructed using two concentric chambers, a design that GE calls Dual-

Annular Combustor. There are two rings of 30 fuel nozzles each, with only one of 

the rings spraying fuel during starting and low power setting. The high pressure 

turbine of the engine consists of two air-cooled stages and an active clearance 

system is also present in the HPT casing. The following component is the low 

pressure turbine, which has 6 stages for improved efficiency and work extraction. 

An active clearance control system is also present in the LPT [13]. The figure 

below depicts the airflow and major components for a General Electric GE 90. 
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Figure 4-1 GE90 Airflow [14] 

4.2 Turbomatch 

Turbomatch is a gas turbine performance simulation code. It has been developed 

by the School of Mechanical Engineering in Cranfield. The latest version, 

Turbomatch 2.0 can perform design-point, off-design and transient performance 

calculations. Is uses a brick design construction that enables it to simulate a wide 

range of industrial and aero engines. These bricks represent the major 

components of the gas turbine such as the compressor, turbine and combustion 

chamber. The method that Turbomatch uses to simulate the operation of the 

engine is based on mass flow and energy equilibrium between the bricks. The 

interface between bricks is known as a station and the gas properties in this 

position are called station vectors [15].  

Initially Turbomatch calculates the design point for the gas turbine. It uses inputs 

such as the ambient conditions and the values selected for the handle and 

calculates the gas properties at each station. Using these it can derive outputs 

like the trust and fuel consumption for the gas turbine. In addition Turbomatch 

also selects scaling factor for the design point calculations. It uses those to adjust 

the generic component maps to fit the particular simulation.     

For the off – design calculations Turbomatch applies a technique where it 

guesses values like the pressure ratio, the rotational speed and the components 

efficiencies. It then checks if the guesses are correct using mass flow, energy 

and rotational speed equilibriums. 
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At this stage, it is worth mentioning that the biggest uncertainty introduced to the 

simulation arises from the use of generic component maps. Turbomatch includes 

5 compressor and 6 turbine maps that it scales to match the design point. Since 

the component maps are generic they cannot fully simulate the operation of the 

components. However the scaling process has been optimized to such an extent 

that the error from the use of the generic maps is almost unnoticeable.  

4.3 General Electric 90-94B Model 

To simulate the GE90-94B a typical brick construction was used. A simplification 

was made to the design of the model, regarding the bleed extraction from the 

HPC. The air used for cooling the HPT was taken only at the outlet of the high 

pressure compressor, while the actual engine incorporates 3 bleed ports at the 

fourth, seventh and ninth stage. The model used in this simulation is described 

by the figure 4-3. 

 

 

Figure 4-2 GE90-94B Turbomatch Model 
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The simulation process for any gas turbine starts by collecting all the available 

specifications for the design point. In the case of the GE90-94B most of the data 

were available at take-off conditions, hence that point was chosen as the design 

point of the engine. The available data for the take-off condition can be seen in 

the table 4-1 below. 

 

Table 4:1 Engine Specifications [13] 

Another parameter that affects the operation of the gas turbine is the amount of 

air extracted from the compressor, which is used to cool the high pressure 

turbine.  

The total amount allowed for extraction depends on the power setting of the 

engine. The following table contains the maximum permitted air extraction in 

relation to the non-dimensional rotational speed of the low pressure spool (N1).  

 

Table 4:2 Maximum Bleed Extraction [16] 
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For the take-off condition the maximum air bleed allowed is equal to 7.8 percent 

of the total mass flow through the core of the engine. Finally the last variables 

that need to be specified were the component efficiencies. This is another 

possible cause of inconsistencies, since the actual values for the efficiencies are 

not available in the public domain. These values are assumed and they were kept 

within reasonable limits. The individual component isentropic efficiency selected 

for the final model are illustrated in the table below. 

 

Table 4:3 Component Isentropic Efficiency 

 

4.4 Turbomatch Model Validation 

The model of the GE0-94B engine was verified using three different operating 

conditions. Three points were selected in order to ensure a proper working model. 

The difficulty at this stage originates from the available data in the literature. In 

two of the cases the author was forced to compere the model of the GE90-94B 

with data available for the GE90-85B.  

4.4.1 Take-off  

This is the design point of the model. Apart from the specifications of the engine 

presented in the table 4-1, the only other available data was the thrust level 

produced at take-off. The actual engine produces 416671.3 N of thrust and the 

result from the simulation was 416735.35 N. The resulting error is equal to -

0.01537%. Also noteworthy is the Turbine Entry Temperature (TET) used in the 

design point simulation.  
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The only data that was available, came from a less powerful engine the GE90-

85B. These two models share the same basic construction and most of the 

components, the difference between them is the level of thrust they produce.  For 

the GE90-85B at take-off conditions the TET was 1592K, while in his model the 

author used a TET of 1659K. The 67K difference is reasonable given the higher 

thrust level of the 90-94B. 

 

Table 4:4 Design Point Simulation Results 

4.4.2 Cruise Conditions 

For the simulation of the cruise conditions the author could not find any reliable 

data for the specific model of the GE90. Therefore again a comparison between 

the GE90-94B and the GE90-85B was chosen. In order to simulate cruise, the 

ambient conditions were changed to an altitude of 30000 ft (10668 meter) and a 

cruise speed of 0.85 Mach.  

The TET was used as a handle and the engine was spooled down until the 

required thrust level was achieved. The results are shown in the table 4-5 below. 

 

Table 4:5 Cruise Conditions Simulation Results 

4.4.3 European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) Certification 

The last point chosen for validation of the model was the certification test from 

the EASA. The engine in this test is allowed to operate without any bleed 

extraction from the compressor and without any auxiliary work produced by the 

high pressure turbine. The air required for blade cooling is provided by an external 
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source. In addition to this, the test takes place under static sea level conditions 

with an International Standard Atmosphere (I.S.A.) temperature deviation of 15 

°C. The comparison between the actual test results and the simulation can be 

seen in the table 4-5 below. 

 

Table 4:6 EASA Certification Simulation Results 

The error that occurs in the measurement of the exhaust gas temperature seems 

significant. Indeed an error of 9.482% in a simulation is considered to be high. 

However there are three possible causes for such a large error. Firstly 

Turbomatch is a thermodynamic tool that works adiabatically, so it does not take 

into account the heat fluxes through the casing of the gas turbine. Heat could be 

transferred for a hotter combustion case to the measurement equipment, 

something that Turbomatch does not account for.  

Secondly an error can arise from the measurement itself. During the EASA 

certification the EGT is measured between the HPT and LPT. At this location a 

measurement of homogenous temperature is difficult. Thirdly the EASA does not 

specify the temperature of cooling air provided to the HPT. The temperature of 

this cooling mass flow affects the measured exhaust gas temperature.  

The design point code as well as the results from each validation point are 

presented in the Appendix A. 
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4.5 Turbomatch Results 

The creation of a reliable Turbomatch model was essential for this thesis project. 

Hermes uses as an input the design point created in Turbomatch, to simulate the 

performance of the engine during a whole flight. Therefore the model was 

validated using three different operation conditions. However the results contain 

error due to three major assumptions: 

1. The way Turbomatch code works introduces an error. The actual 

component maps are not available and generic maps are used after they 

have been scaled. Consequently this is a reason for generating errors, 

especially in off-design simulation.  

 

2. The assumption of the component efficiencies. Full specification for the 

components of a gas turbine are not published in the literature. 

Subsequently some assumptions have to be made. In many cases the 

chosen efficiencies do not agree with the actual data. 

 

3. The comparison with the GE90-85B. The author was forced to validate 

the operation of the engine in cruise conditions using data from a different 

engine. Even though both engines are quite similar, this probably has 

introduced some error to the simulation. 

4.6 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter included a brief summary of the specifications of the General Electric 

90-94B and a description of the Turbomatch model used to simulate it. The 

validation process that followed tests the accuracy of the model using three 

different operating points and the resulting errors were within acceptable limits. 

Lastly an explanation for the causes of those errors was given.  
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5 Aircraft Simulation 

This chapter focuses on the analysis of the flight path using an aircraft 

performance model called Hermes. The basic way that Hermes works, the inputs 

it needs and the results it produces are also explained. The chapter is continuous 

with a description of the model used in this project, and concludes with the 

validation of the results. 

5.1 Hermes 

Hermes constitutes an aircraft performance model develop in Cranfield. It uses 

the appropriate input data to calculate mainly the thrust required from the 

engines, the maximum range of the aircraft for a specific amount of fuel or 

alternatively the fuel needed for a predetermined mission. It is constructed in such 

a way, that a wide variety of aircraft can be simulated using the code. The user 

also has the capability to interfere with variables such as the rate of climb and the 

configuration of the aircraft during take-off and landing. The tool has been 

validated using as a baseline many aircraft with errors that do not exceed 1% [17] 

[18]. 

5.2 Hermes Modules 

Hermes is built with a modular construction following the logic behind 

Turbomatch. This gives the code the necessary flexibility to adapt to many 

different simulation scenarios. The different modules of Hermes are: 

1. The Input data 

2. The Mission Profile 

3. The Atmospheric 

4. The Engine Input data 

5. The Aerodynamic 

6. The Aircraft Performance Module 

The modules are independent of each other, but data from all of them are 

combined to calculate the aircraft characteristics and produce the desired results 

such as the range, the fuel consumption and the time spent at every phase of the 

flight [17].   
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5.2.1 Input Data Module 

The module contains all the necessary aircraft data. The geometrical 

characteristics of the airframe are defined in this module. More specifically data 

such as the area, the aspect ratio, the sweep angle, the taper ratio etc. for the 

plane’s wings, fins and tailplane are required as an input. In addition to, the basic 

configuration of the aircraft such as the landing gear characteristics and high lift 

systems are also included in this module. All the information in this module is 

used by the aerodynamics or the performance modules to produce the aircraft 

variables such as the lift and drag coefficient [17].  

5.2.2 Mission Profile Module 

All the data describing the mission that the aircraft is flies are included in this 

module. The profile of the flight is defined by the inputs in order for the 

performance module to calculate the range, duration and fuel required for the 

mission. There are two option that the user can choose in this module either for 

a fixed amount of fuel to calculate the maximum range of the airplane, or to 

calculate the necessary fuel for a specific flight.  

5.2.3 Atmospheric Module 

The function of this module is to provide the others modules with the correct 

atmospheric operating conditions. The module calculates the ISA temperature 

and pressure at the exact flight level the plane flies and these are used as input 

to the performance and aerodynamic modules. The user can choose a typical 

ISA temperature or input a different temperature to study the influence on the 

flight characteristics [17].  

5.2.4 Engine Data Module 

In this module the operating condition for the engine is defined. The user inputs 

the maximum TET at take-off, climb, cruise, approach and idle, as well as a range 

which Hermes will uses in order to converge to a solution for the required thrust.  
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The data for the engine data module with some additional information from the 

atmospheric module are used to describe the operating condition of the engine 

in the Turbomatch code [17]. 

5.2.5 Aerodynamic Module 

The aerodynamic profile of the airframe is calculated in this module, in particular 

the drag coefficient for each surface of the airplane [17]. 

5.2.6 Aircraft Performance Module 

The final module that uses as inputs the results from all the other modules is the 

performance module. The outputs are presented in the aircraft flight path 

performance file that Hermes produces and include among others the distance, 

the duration and the fuel consumption for each segment of the flight. An example 

of how the aerodynamic and performance modules calculate the required thrust 

at cruise conditions follows. 

The Aerodynamic module is responsible for computing the drag coefficient for the 

whole airplane. The drag coefficient can be divided into a constant part and a part 

that depends on the lift coefficient. 

𝐶𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷0 + 𝐶𝐷𝐼  (5-1) Drag Coefficient 

Where:  

CD = Drag coefficient 

CD0 = Zero lift drag coefficient 

CDI = Lift influenced term 

The zero lift drag coefficient is calculated using profile drag of each surface of the 

aircraft. The expression for the CD0 is: 

𝑪𝑫𝟎 =
∑(𝑪𝒇𝒄 × 𝝋𝒄 × 𝑸𝒄 × 𝑺𝒘𝒆𝒕𝑪)

𝑺𝑹𝒆𝒇
 

 (5-2) Zero Lift Coefficient 
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Where: 

Cfc = Skin friction coefficient 

φc = Form factor 

Qc = Interference factor 

Swetc = Wetted area 

The term that depends on the lift coefficient is calculated using the equation 

below. 

𝐶𝐷𝐼 = [(
𝐶1

𝐶2 × 𝜋 × 𝐴 × 𝑅
) + 𝐶3 + 𝐶4 + 𝐶𝐷0] × 𝐶𝐿

2 
 (5-3) Lift Influenced Term 

In equation 5-3 the terms C1 and C2 relate to the geometrical characteristics of 

the plane’s wings. The term C3 adjusts the result of any non-optimum wing twist, 

while the term C4 accounts for the viscous effects [17].  

Having established the method for deriving drag coefficient the lift coefficient 

calculation follows. The aircraft performance module determines the lift 

coefficient using the equation 5-4. 

C𝐿 =
𝑊

1
2⁄ × 𝜌 × 𝑣2 × 𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑓

 
 (5-4) Lift Coefficient 

In the above equation W stands for the total weight of the aircraft, ρ for the density 

of the outside air, v for the aircraft velocity and SRef for the reference area of the 

airframe. This relationship explains the reason why in cruise as the aircraft 

consumes fuel and looses weight it requires less thrust for the engines.  

The final equation for calculating the thrust in level flight conditions is based on a 

simple force equilibrium on the aircraft.  
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Assuming that the airplane flies at a constant speed the thrust is equal to the drag 

force and the lift produced by the wings is equal to the weight of the aircraft. 

Hence: 

Thrust =  
𝑊

𝐸
 

 (5-5) Thrust Equation 

Where: 

W = Aircraft weight  

E = Aerodynamic efficiency CL / CD 

Hermes uses similar equations to compute the range and fuel consumption of the 

airplane not only at cruise conditions but also at take-off, climb and descent.  

5.3 Payload Curve 

The payload curve includes all the performance information for the aircraft in one 

diagram. The payload curve is unique for each aircraft and it describes the range 

for a given payload. It is defined using three separate lines. The first is called 

maximum payload (A-B), the second maximum take-off weight (B-C) and the third 

maximum fuel capacity (C-D). The three lines indicate the three different 

operating conditions for the airplane. In addition, there are also three noteworthy 

points on the figure below. 

 

Figure 5-1 Typical Payload Curve [19] 
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5.3.1 Maximum Payload Range   

This point indicates the maximum range that the aircraft can fly, carrying the 

maximum payload. The maximum payload capacity for an airplane can be 

defined either by using the maximum volumetric payload, or the maximum zero 

fuel mass limitation [19].  

 

 Maximum Volumetric Payload 

The payload of the aircraft using this method is calculated by adding the mass of 

the passengers, baggage and cargo using standard densities for all of them. 

 

 Maximum Zero Fuel Mass Limited Payload 

The payload in this case is determined by subtracting the maximum zero fuel 

mass from the aircraft empty operating mass. 

 

5.3.2 Maximum Fuel Range 

In this situation all of the airplane’s fuel tanks are completely full with fuel. The 

payload in this case is the remaining weight up to the maximum take-off weight 

is reached [19].  

5.3.3 Ferry Range 

The last significant point on the payload curve is the ferry range of the aircraft. 

This represent the maximum range the aircraft can be flown if only the maximum 

fuel was carried. This point does not correspond to the maximum take-off weight 

and therefore the lift to drag coefficient will be different [19]. 

Beside these points the manufactures also defines the design point of the plane. 

For civil aircraft the design point usually exists between the maximum payload 

range and maximum fuel range [19]. 
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5.4 Boeing 777-200ER Model 

The aircraft which the author chose to simulate in this thesis project is a Boeing 

777-200ER. It is a medium to large range aircraft first flown in 1994. The ER 

version stands for extended range. In order to simulate the aircraft in Hermes the 

geometrical characteristics have to be obtained. The author used the drawings 

provided in the Boeing website [20] to derive variables such as the wings taper 

ration, aspect ratio and sweep angle.  

 

Figure 5-2 Boeing 777-200ER Drawing [20] 

In addition to these geometrical specifications, Hermes requires some weight 

specifications for the aircraft. These are also found through the Boeing website. 

The table below lists all the weight specifications used in the model. 
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Table 5:1 Boeing 777-200ER Weight Specifications [21] 

To complete the basic model the author input additional information for the 

configuration of the aircraft, such as the landing gear characteristics and the 

number and angle of the flap surfaces. The full model used to simulate the Boeing 

777-200ER can be seen in Appendix B. 

5.5 Hermes Model Validation 

After constructing the Hermes model the validation process began. The payload 

/ range curve created by Hermes was compared with the actual curve from 

Boeing [22]. In order to produce the payload / range curve for the model in the 

Hermes the program was used three times with a different set of inputs each time. 

Hermes was used with a fixed payload and fuel weight and the result of each 

simulation was the range of the aircraft.  

The first simulation targets the ferry range of the aircraft. Therefore the maximum 

fuel weight of the aircraft was used. It is noteworthy that the maximum tank 

capacity is given by the manufacturer in terms of volumetric capacity. Using an 

aviation fuel density of 0.813 kg/L [23] the author convert this volumetric capacity 

to weight capacity.  This is an approximation because density depends on the 

temperature and the weight of the fuel that the tanks of the aircraft can store 

depends on the ambient conditions.  

The second range simulated with Hermes was the maximum fuel range. In this 

case the fuel tanks were again completely full and the payload was increased 

until the maximum take-off weight was achieved.  
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The last point in the validation process was the maximum payload range. 

Following the logic of the previous cases the maximum payload weight was 

inserted in Hermes and the rest of the available weight was used as the fuel 

weight for the mission. 

The results of the simulation compared with the payload / range curve from 

Boeing are illustrated in the figure 5-3 below. 

 

Figure 5-3 Payload/Range Curve 

The maximum error occurs in the ferry range calculation and it is 2.8379%. This 

error is considered to be substantially small, thus making the simulation 

successful. The trend that arises for the results is noteworthy. The error increases 

as the range of the aircraft increases. The reason why this occurs could be some 

discrepancies in the simulation of the engine in the cruise conditions. As the 

aircraft flies farther the engines operate for a greater amount of time in cruise 

conditions and therefore the error increases. However, since the maximum error 

is under 3% no change in the Turbomatch module of the Hermes codes is 

required.  
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5.6 Reference Flight 

After the successful matching of the payload curve, a reference flight was also 

simulated using the created code. The flight selected initiate from London 

Heathrow to New York JFK airport. The flight has a length of 5545.8 Km and 

accordingly with the British Airways website [24] the flight takes 7.5 hours. The 

Boeing 777-200ER is capable of much longer flights than that, but since this is a 

popular route the author decided to use it as the reference flight.  

All the necessary values were inputted in the Hermes model and a fixed range 

for a given payload scenario was chosen. The selected payload for this simulation 

was equivalent of 368 passengers fling under the medium / long range rules 

configuration as the [22] suggested. Those passengers and luggage translate to 

35000 Kg of payload. The last variable changed was the derate level at take-off. 

A 15% derate at take-off was selected to study the influence of derating the 

engine.  

After the simulation the important results from Hermes was the thrust level of the 

engines at take-off conditions as well as the total time for completing the flight. 

The engines with a 15% derate level were producing a maximum thrust at take-

off equal to 357.71 KN per engine. In addition to that the whole flight time was 

equal to 7.05 hours. A difference between the 7.5 hours for the British Airways 

website was no observed. There are two main reasons for this difference. 

1. The true airspeed that British Airways uses to fly that mission is not known. 

For the simulation the author selected a typical Mach Number equal to 

0.80 for the cruise segment of the flight, but a different value will affect the 

total time of the mission 

 

2. The time spent for taxing. Both Heathrow and JFK are two of the busiest 

airports in the world. Usually taxi in and out of those airports takes a lot of 

time. Hermes has a fixed for taxi in and out. Specifically for international 

flight start and taxi-out is set to 12 minute, while taxi-in is only 5 minute 

[17]. The actual time required for those segments of the flight could be 

longer, resulting in the difference of 25 minutes in the simulation. 

The results for the simulation of the reference flight are consider to be acceptable 

from the author and are going to be used in order to calculate a reference 

maintenance program for a Boeing 777-200ER using the Cost Estimate 
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Relationships. In addition to that, results for this simulation are going to be used 

to perform a stress analysis in the first stage of the high pressure compressor 

blades in the Chapter 7 of this thesis. 

5.7 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter provides an overview of the Hermes program and the simulation of 

a Boeing 777-200ER. The structure and the operation of the code were 

explained. In addition, an example of how Hermes calculates the required thrust 

was presented. Lastly the model used to simulate the aircraft was described and 

a detailed analysis of the results of the validation process was given. 
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6 Cost Estimate Relationships 

The process of creating a reliable and cost effective maintenance program for an 

airline engine is a very complicated task. A simplified method that can give an 

estimation of the engine shop visit intervals and cost associated with 

maintenance is the usage of cost estimate relationships (CERs) developed for an 

aircraft engine. The process involves the creation of an engine database and the 

collection of the specifications related to the maintenance schedule. After 

normalizing the data, a back step regression process results in the desire CERs. 

This chapter describes the steps required to calculate those CERs. 

6.1 Data Collection 

The collection of data and the creation of the engine database is probably the 

most crucial aspect of this study. Initially the engines which are going to be 

included in the database must be selected. Since the thesis project focuses on 

medium to large haul aircraft, the engine chosen are equivalent to the GE90-94B 

used in the Turbomatch – Hermes models. After establishing the selection of the 

engine the specifications of each have to be collected. The specifications can be 

divided into two categories. The first includes all the cost drives. Those are non-

cost variables that affect the maintenance schedule of an engine. The second 

category contains all the information for the shop visit intervals and the cost 

related to them [25].  

6.1.1 Non-Cost Specifications 

The maintenance schedule and the money required for each shop visit usually 

depend on some key engine performance characteristics. More specifically the 

thrust of an engine, the weight or the ratio between the engine flight hours per 

engine flight cycles (EFH / EFC) influence the maintenance program. Therefore 

for the formation of CERs the rated thrust, the engine weight, the EFH / EFC and 

EGT margin were collected.  
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6.1.2 Cost Specifications 

In addition to the information above, in order to complete the regression process, 

cost specifications are also essential. For this data the author relied on the 

literature available on the aircraft-commerce website [26]. The data gathered 

included information for the non-mature and mature shop visit intervals, the shop 

visit costs as well as the reserves for the life limited parts. 

A full description of the reference for each engine is given in Appendix C. 

The Table below lists all the data collected for the engine database. It is also 

worth mentioning that for the General Electric 90-90B engine, data were available 

for different EFH / EFC ratios hence this engine appears twice in the table 6-1 

below. 

 

Table 6:1 Engine Database 
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6.2 Database Normalization 

The reports containing the cost data for the engine database were not published 

for the same year. The problem when working with historic cost data is that they 

do not compare with each other. This is because cost data are influenced by 

inflation. As mentioned in the second chapter, a shop visit cost can be divided 

into labour cost and cost for replacement parts with each one influencing to a 

different extent the total cost. Inflation occurs differently for the two categories of 

costs. To account for this the total inflation has been calculated using the 

following equation [5]. 

Inflation Factor = 0.3 ×
𝐸𝐶𝐼

𝐸𝐶𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
+ 0.7 ×

𝑃𝑃𝐼

𝑃𝑃𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
 

 (6-1) Inflation Factor 

Where: 

ECI = Employment Cost Index 

PPI = Producer Price Index 

The baseline for the calculations was chosen as the year 2015. In addition to this, 

the factors 0.3 for the employment cost index and the 0.7 for the producer price 

index indicate that the labour cost constitutes 30% of the total cost, while the 

remaining 70% is the cost for the replacement parts. The data for the PPI and 

ECI were found in the bureau of labor statistics website [27], and are presented 

alongside with all the normalized data and the inflation factors used in the 

Appendix C.  

6.3 Regression Process 

Regression is the process in which mathematical expressions are developed, 

reflecting how one or several independent variables influence a dependent one.  

All the independent variables are not significant. The process of regression 

involves finding the variables which are significant in determine the results and 

forming a mathematical expression. 
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The simplest way of creating cost estimate relationships is by using a linear 

multiple stepwise backwards regression. In this case the produced expression 

would have a form such as: 

Y = a + b × 𝑋1 + 𝑐 × 𝑋2 + 𝑑 × 𝑋3 …  (6-2) Typical Linear CER 

Where Y is the dependent variable and the X1, X2, X3 are the independent 

variables. However in most cases the cost estimate relationships are not linear. 

To resolve this, a variation of different functions must be used in order to produce 

the best combination that creates the smallest error. In this situation a general 

CER has the following form: 

Y = a + b × ln 𝑋1 + 𝑐 × 1
𝑋2

⁄ + 𝑑 × 𝑋3
2 …  (6-3) Typical Non-Linear CER 

The software of choice to perform the regression process was Excel. Excel does 

not have an automatic tool to perform a stepwise backwards regression process, 

so it has to be performed manually. Initially, all the non-cost variables are 

collected and functions of them are created. Unfortunately Excel does not support 

regression processes for more than 16 independent variables. Using the data 

analysis tool in Excel a regression step is performed. After the first iteration, the 

least significant variable is recognized and removed from the database before the 

whole procedure is repeated.  

The criterion in order to remove the independent variables is based on a statistical 

test that involves the usage of the t-value. The user can calculate the minimum t-

value using the degree of freedom and the appropriate t-value charts. The degree 

of freedom (DOF) can be calculated using the equation below: 

DOF = N − k − 1  (6-4) Degree of Freedom 

With N stands for the number of observations (essentially the number of engines 

used in the engine database) and k the explanatory variables. The user also has 

to describe the level of confidence required. For this study the level of confidence 

is 90%. The t-value chart used for the regression can be seen in the Appendix C.  
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The critical value is then compared with the actual value for each independent 

variable. If the expression below is not satisfied the variable is removed from the 

process. The iterations continue until all the actual t-values are greater than the 

critical. 

|Actual t − value| ≥ |Critical t − value|  (6-5) T-stat Check 

6.3.1 Mature Shop Visit Interval Removal Example 

This paragraph explains in more detail the regression process for the formation 

of the mature shop visit interval removal CER. In order to form the cost estimate 

relationship, five independent variables and their functions were used. More 

specifically the thrust, the weight of the engine, the EFH / EFC, the Thrust to 

Weight ratio (TWR) and the EGT Margin (EGTM) were used. The results for the 

first step of the regression are illustrated in the table below.  

 

Table 6:2 First Step Regression Results for Mature Shop Visit Interval 
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For the first iteration the degree of freedom can be calculated, using the equation 

6-3. 

1 19 13 1 5DOF N k DOF DOF          

By referring to a t-value chart for a confidence level of 90% and a DOF = 5 the 

critical t-value is equal to 2.015. All the resulting t-values for the first iteration are 

lower than 2.015, therefore the variable with the lowest t-value has to be 

removed. Subsequently, the thrust2 was removed and the whole procedure was 

repeated until the equation 6-4 was satisfied for all the independent variables. 

The results for the final iteration can be seen in the table below. 

 

Table 6:3 Seventh Step Regression Results for Mature Shop Visit Interval 

After removing 6 variables, the degree of freedom in this case is equal to 12 and 

the critical t-value is 1.782, making the condition imposed from equation 6-4 true 

for all the variables. Therefore the iteration process stops and the final 

mathematical expression for the cost estimate relationship can be derived.  

The method explained in this paragraph was used to create all of the CERs. It is 

noteworthy at this point that the user should be careful when conducting a 

regression process in Excel. Apart for the t-value check the user should also use 

logical thinking when choosing which variable should be removed.  
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For instance, it is not logical to remove all the thrust related variables from a CER, 

since the thrust level of an engine influences the maintenance schedule. Even 

though it would satisfy the t-value check, a CER without any thrust related 

variable would not perform correctly. 

6.4 Final Cost Estimate Relationships 

In total five cost estimate relationships were developed, in order to predict the 

maintenance schedule for an airline engine. These mathematical formulas can 

predict the shop visit intervals, the shop visit cost and the reserve cost for the 

LLPs.  

Non - Mature Removal Interval CER 

 

2 25901.894 63.679 0.08587 5.3701 0.00041

475.0095 6091.27 ln

NMRI ET ET W W

EFH EFH
EFC EFC

        

   
  

Where:  

NMRI = Non – Mature Removal Interval [EFC] 

ET = Engine Thrust [KN] 

W = Engine Weight [Kg] 

Mature Removal Interval CER 

   

  2

79453.114 46.002 17208.8 ln 15.909

4061.64 ln 4.4936 0.0003353

EFHMRI ET ET
EFC

EFH W W
EFC

      

     
  

Where: 

MRI = Mature Removal Interval [EFC] 

ET = Engine Thrust [KN] 

W = Engine Weight [Kg] 
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Non – Mature Shop Visit Cost CER 

   
 

 

2 3 311191.37 17.46 0.04366 3.57 10 0.2335

11862.97 ln 59.5 1140.734 569.1316 ln

0.01108

NMSV TR ET ET W

EFH EFHW
EFC EFCEFH

EFC

NMR

          

       

 

  

Where: 

NMSV = Non – Mature Shop Visit Cost [$ / EFH] 

ET = Engine Thrust [KN] 

W = Engine Weight [Kg] 

NMR = Non – Mature Removal [EFH] 

Mature Shop Visit Cost CER 

 

     

2

5 2

11289.91 21.84982 0.01264 10237 log

1.5 10 3443.99 log 0.6830 822.039 log

MSV ET ET ET

EFHW W MR
EFC



      

        
  

Where: 

MSV = Mature Shop Visit Cost [$ / EFH] 

ET = Engine Thrust [KN] 

MR = Mature Removal [EFH] 

Life Limited Parts Reserves Cost CER 

 

   2

27930.779 17.5747 13238.889 log 1.8065

0.000186 62.4223 1324.406 log

LLPR ET ET W

EFHW NMR
EFC

      

     
         

Where: 

LLPR= Life Limited Parts Reserves Cost [$ / EFC] 

ET = Engine Thrust [KN] 

NMR = Non – Mature Removal [EFH] 
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It is obvious that all the CERs are influenced by the trust level and the weight of 

the engine as well as the ratio between flight hours and flight cycles. This result 

is reasonable since the thrust level of an engine reflects the operating conditions 

and therefore has an effect on the maintenance schedule. Moreover the weight 

of the engine is an indication of its size and lastly the EFH / EFC accounts for 

how severe the operation of the engine is. Consequently, all the existing terms in 

the CERs constitute cost-drive variables.  

After the formation of all the necessary cost estimate relationships the following 

step is the evaluation of them. The next chapter describes the validation process 

for the CERs. 

6.5 Cost Estimate Relationship Validation 

The validation of the cost estimate relationships was conducted using two 

statistical tests. The first on involves the adjusted R2 and the second the F-stat 

value. 

6.5.1 Adjusted R2  

The adjusted coefficient of determination known and as R2, is a modified version 

of the coefficient of determination. The adjustment accounts the usage of multiple 

observations in the regression model. The regular R2 is a measurement of the 

errors for each observation compared with the mean value. The mathematical 

expression of R2 can be seen in the equation below [28]: 

𝑅2 =
∑(�́� − �̅�)2

∑(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2
 

 (6-6) Coefficient of Determination 

Where: 

iy  = Observed value 

iy  = Mean value  

ˆ
iy  = Fitted value 
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Using the value of R2 the adjusted R2 can be also defined using the equation 6-6 

below: 

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
2 = 1 − (1 − 𝑅2) ×

𝑛 − 1

𝑛 − 𝑝 − 1
 

 (6-7) Adjusted Coefficient of Determination 

Where:  

n = Number of observations (essentially number of engines used in the engine 

database) 

p = Number of independent variables 

6.5.2 F-value Test 

In order to check that the data used in the regression process were correctly fitted 

to the final mathematical expression, a statistical test called F-value test was 

conducted for each of the cost estimate relationships. This test, actually checks 

the hypothesis that the independent variables coefficient are equal to zero. This 

is kwon as the nun hypothesis. The F-value test can be easily conducted since 

the value of F is given in the results spreadsheet of the regression.  

The F-value test is similar to the t-value test mentioned above, with the difference 

that it applies to all the variables simultaneously.  

To perform the test the user has to compare the F-value in the results with a 

critical value derived from the F distribution chart presented in the Appendix C. In 

order for the test to be successful the actual value of F should be greater than 

the critical. It is noteworthy that to retrieve the critical value for the F distribution 

chart two more values are required. These numerator degree of freedom and the 

denominator degree of freedom [29]. 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑚 = 𝑃 − 1 (6-8) NDF 

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑚 = 𝑜𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 − 𝑃 (6-9) DDF 
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Where: 

P = Independent variable + 1 

The table below illustrates the results of the aforementioned tests to the five cost 

estimate relationships develop for this project. 

 

Table 6:4 CER Validation Results 

The F-value test for all the created cost estimate relationships was successful, 

indicating that all the independent variables used to describe the CERs are 

significant. Moreover the adjusted R2 values for the Non – Mature Removal 

Interval and the Mature Removal Interval CERs are above 0.9 which makes the 

error in those relationship significantly small. The remaining values of the 

adjusted R2 vary from 0.7940 to 0.8384. The results are acceptable according to 

the author, because for this thesis project the prediction of the engine shop visits 

are considered to be more important than the shop visit cost prediction. The 

number of cycles the engine experiences until an overhaul are going to be used 

in the fracture mechanics analysis in the chapter 8. 

6.6 Reference Flight 

In the Chapter 5.6 a reference flight was simulated. A flight for London Heathrow 

to New York JFK was used as a reference Boeing 777-200ER flight. The results 

from that simulation are going to be used to create a reference maintenance 

program for the GE90-94B that the Boeing 777-200ER uses.  
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The aforementioned Cost Estimate Relationships require the maximum thrust 

level of the engine, the weight of each engine and the ratio of flight hour per flight 

cycles can the aircraft experiences. The weight of the GE90-94B is 7550 Kg [16].  

For the engine thrust level and the EFH / EFC the results for the Hermes 

simulation are going to be used. More specifically, with a take-off derate level of 

15% the maximum thrust was 357.71 KN per engine and the flight had a duration 

of 7.05 hours. Taking into account the assumption that each flight represents one 

full engine cycle, the resulting EFH / EFC is equal to 7.05. By using those results 

in the developed CERs an estimation of the basic maintenance program can be 

derived. In addition to that, a comparison between the reference maintenance 

program for the GE90-94B and the literature data is presented in the table below. 

 

Table 6:5 Reference Flight against Literature 

In order to understand the results two things must be taken into consideration. 

First the engine thrust level is reduced, making the operation of the engine less 

severe. This has an impact in the cost of each shop visit. The deterioration 

occurring in the core components of the engine is less severe due to the lower 

temperature which exist inside the engine. Fewer parts may require replacement 

at each shop visit lowering the total shop visit cost. In addition to that the engine’s 

EFH / EFC ratio is lower. This influences the interval for the shop visits. With a 

lower EFH / EFC ratio the engine experiences a greater amount of cycles per day 

and therefore the hours required pes shop visit interval are fewer.  
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To conclude the reference maintenance program suggests that the engine will be 

removed for an overhaul more often that the literature data, but less money will 

be needed to replace all the worn parts, reducing the total cost per shop visit.  

6.7 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter give an overview in the development of the cost estimate 

relationships. The steps required in order to perform a successful regression 

process were fully explained. Moreover, an example of the procedure followed to 

create the CERs was described. This chapter also included a description of the 

five cost estimate relationships developed as part of this thesis project. Finally, 

the evaluation method and the results from the validation process were 

presented.   
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7 High Pressure Compressor Blade Design 

One of the objective of this project is to identify the influence of a typical 

maintenance program on the non – life limited parts and more specifically the 

blades of the high pressure compressor. In order to perform an analysis of the 

lifing of these components, their basic design characteristics have first to be 

determined. Therefore a preliminary compressor design is necessary to estimate 

the basic shape of the compressor blades. 

 

7.1 Preliminary Compressor Design 

A preliminary compressor design enables the designer to initiate the design 

process for an actual compressor. The annulus area in the inlet and the outlet is 

determined. In addition, the main task is to calculate the fluid properties at various 

meridional planes. The properties which are most critical, are the fluid relative 

and absolute speed magnitudes and angles. The following diagram illustrates the 

velocity triangles in a typical compressor stage. 

 

Figure 7-1 Typical Velocity Triangles [30] 

In the illustration above the absolute velocities use the symbolisms C, while the 

relative velocities are denoted V.  
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In that respect the absolute velocity at the stage inlet is the C1 and the angle at 

which the fluid enters the stage is α1. The rotational speed of the blades is 

symbolized with U. If the rotational speed and the inlet speed are combined the 

result is the relative inlet velocity V1 and the relative inlet angle β1. At the outlet 

of the blade row the flow has an absolute velocity equal to C2 at an angle α2 while 

the relative outlet velocity is equal to V2 with an angle equal to β2. Lastly this stage 

is designed by a repeating stage concept were the outlet velocity from the stator 

matches the next stage inlet velocity. This concept is really helpful when 

designing a multi – stage compressor [30]. 

7.1.1 Preliminary Design Assumptions  

In order to perform the preliminary design of the high pressure compressor for 

the General Electric 90-94B engine, some major assumptions were made. Since 

data related to the construction of the compressor were not available, the author 

had to assume a number of the inputs to the design process.  

Axial Velocity 

The first assumption involves the inlet axial velocity to the HPC. A high axial 

velocity is required in order to sustain a high mass flow rate thought the 

compressor. At the same time the axial Mach number in the inlet of the HPC must 

be restricted under the subsonic. Typical values for axial velocities at the inlet of 

the HPC for modern aircraft engines are between 130 m/s and 250 m/s. The 

chosen value for the preliminary design was 205 m/s which results in a Mach 

number equal to 0.612015 in the inlet of the compressor. In addition, the axial 

velocity is consider to be the same at the inlet to each stage. 

Design Point  

The second assumption made by the author concerned the design point for the 

compressor. The compressor of a large turbofan engine like the GE90-94B will 

work most of the time at cruise conditions. Consequently, for the design point the 

cruise point was selected. In addition, for the input gas properties to the HPC, the 

results for the cruise simulation of Turbomatch were used.  
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IGVs Angle 

Since the compressor was design at cruise conditions, the rotational speed of the 

spool was lower than the take-off rotational speed. In order to avoid surge in the 

front stages for the compressor, the GE90 incorporates variable inlet guide valves 

(IGVs), as well as variable stator vanes in the first four stages. The angle of the 

IGVs was unknown to the author. Therefore a typical value of 16o degrees was 

selected for the IGV angle in the cruise conditions.  

Blade Shape 

A typical assumption for a preliminary compressor design is to use the free vortex 

theory in order to obtain the velocity triangles at the tip and the hub of the blade. 

Unfortunately, this theory does not satisfy radial equilibrium for the specific 

compressor design. In addition the objective of the thesis is to study the influence 

of the maintenance program to the blades of the HPC. Therefore a detailed 

design for the compressor is not necessary considering that the author decided 

to calculate the blade shape only in the mean meridional plane and extent the 

blade from the hub to the tip of the annulus. This will result in the introduction of 

some error to the calculation of the blade stresses. More specifically the stresses 

resulting from the bending moments in the axial and tangential directions will be 

affected, but since the biggest stress is the centrifugal stress the error is consider 

acceptable by the author.  

Annulus Shape 

Another assumption concerned the annulus shape of the high pressure 

compressor of the GE90-94B. Typical compressor have a rising, constant or 

falling mean line. The compressor of the General Electric GE90-94B can be 

represented by a rising mean line for the first four stages and a constant mean 

line for the remaining stages. This unique construction of the compressor forced 

the author to use a ‘Θ’ parameter to describe the mean line rising angle. The 

values of the ‘Θ’ parameter used in the design can be seen in the table below. 
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Table 7:1 'Θ' Parameter 

Blockage Factor 

In the above it is stated that the axial velocity is consider to be constant between 

the stages of the compressor. In reality as the air progresses into the compressor 

it is subjected to an adverse pressure gradient. This results in the growth of the 

boundary layers. To account for this phenomenon, a blocking factor was 

introduced into the design. The factor is applied to the annulus area calculations 

increasing the required area to account for the reduced work that each stage can 

achieve [31].  

𝐾𝐵 =
𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝐶𝑎)

𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁(𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝐶𝑎)
 

 (7-1) Blockage Factor 

The values used in the design of the HPC for each stage are illustrated in the 

table below. 

 

Table 7:2 Blocking Factor [31] 

Hub / Tip Diameter 

Another assumption the author had to make was the ratio of the hub to tip 

diameter in the inlet of the compressor. The value selected for the ratio, known 

also as μ, was 0.508. In addition, hub / tip diameter ratios over 0.93 are not 

acceptable due to the increased tip leakage losses in comparison to the overall 

height of the blade [31].   
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Gas Properties 

Lastly the gas constant (R) and the heat capacity ratio (γ), which is the ratio of 

the heat capacity at constant pressure to heat capacity at constant volume, are 

consider constant thoughtout the compressor design.  

7.1.2 Annulus Design 

First Stage Inlet Annulus Area 

The table 7-1 below describes the inlet conditions to the HPC. The values of 

pressure, temperature and mass flow are the results from the Turbomatch 

simulation of the cruise conditions.  

 

Table 7:3 HPC Design Point Conditions 

In order to calculate the necessary annulus area at the inlet of the first stage, the 

flow function [Q] is used. Using the isentropic flow charts from [31] the ratio 

between the absolute velocity and the total temperature at the inlet, can be 

related to the flow function. For the following calculations the symbols defined in 

figure 7-1 are used.  

𝐶1

√𝑇1

=

𝐶𝑎1
cos(𝛼1)⁄

√𝑇1

 

 (7-2) Vaxial upon root T 
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Using the isentropic flow charts the value of the flow function Q can be derived. 

This function can be used to calculate the required inlet annulus area, using the 

equation below. 

𝑄1 =
𝑊1 × √𝑇1

𝐾𝐵 × 𝐴1 × 𝑃1
⇒ 𝐴1 =

𝑊1 × √𝑇1

𝑄1 × 𝐾𝐵 × 𝑃1
 

 (7-3) Q Function 

Since the ratio between the hub and tip diameters for the inlet is know the Dt and 

Dh can be calculated thus: 

𝐷𝑡1 = √
4 × 𝐴1

𝜋 × (1 − 𝜇1)2
 

 (7-4)  Tip Diameter 

𝐷ℎ1 = 𝐷𝑡1 × 𝜇1  (7-5) Hub Diameter 

Since the ratio of hub to tip diameter is unknown for the outlet of the compressor 

the outlet annulus area cannot be defined yet. A stage to stage design process 

on the other hand is feasible, since the assumption of the ‘θ’ parameter can link 

the diameters for the hub between each stage.  

First Stage Outlet Annulus Area  

The outlet total temperatures for the compressor are 772.63K and 300.97K 

respectively, resulting in a temperature rise of 471.66K. Usually this temperature 

rise is distributed equally between the stages of the compressor. This could affect 

the De Haller number of the first stages. To avoid this situation the author 

distributed the temperature rise unevenly between the compressor stages. The 

derivation of the De Haller number and its impact on the compressor design will 

be analyzed in the next paragraph of the thesis. The table below illustrates the 

temperature rise per stage used in the preliminary design. 

 

Table 7:4 Temperature Rise per Stage 
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By consulting the table above the total temperature at the outlet of the first stage 

can be calculated.  

𝑇2 = 𝑇1 + 𝛥𝑇1  (7-6) 1st Stage Outlet Temperature 

In order to calculate the first stage outlet pressure a stage polytropic efficiency 

has to be assumed. After applying the polytropic efficiency at all of the 

compressor stages, the compressor outlet total pressure must agree with the 

result from Turbomatch. In order to achieve this an iterative process was followed 

in Excel. The final stage polytropic efficiency selected was given by: npol = 

0.92741. At this point, the stage pressure ratio can be defined by equation 7-7. 

𝑃𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = [𝑛𝑝𝑜𝑙 ×
𝛥𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑇1
+ 1]

(
𝛾

𝛾−1⁄ )

 

 (7-7) Stage Pressure Ratio 

By following exactly the same process as before the first stage outlet annulus 

area can be derived. It is noteworthy that the repeating stage concept is used to 

define the outlet absolute velocity.  

An Excel spreadsheet was created in order to perform the calculations described 

above for all of the nine compressor stages. Each time the absolute velocity and 

the total temperature of the stage were used to derive from the isentropic flow 

chart the flow function. Using the value of Q, the blockage factor and the pressure 

ratio for each stage, the annulus area can be estimated. The table below 

illustrates the dimensions of the tip and hub for each stage in addition to the 

resulting annulus area.  

 

Table 7:5 HPC Annulus Design 
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The author consider it useful to have a visual comparison between the designed 

high pressure compressor with the actual compressor used in the GE90-94B. To 

achieve this comparison figure 4-1 was used to derive a sketch of the actual 

shape of the HPC. The figure depicts the actual compressor shape against the 

one that resulted from the preliminary compressor design process.     

 

 

Figure 7-2 HPC Shape Comparison 

7.1.3 Velocity Triangles 

The aim of the preliminary first stage design is to estimate the shape of the 

compressor blades. In order to achieve this, the velocity triangles in the mean 

span have to be calculated. The following methodology will describe the 

calculations needed for the first stage velocity triangles. The study is focused on 

the first stage of the high pressure compressor. The main reason for this is that 

this stage experiences the higher stress level due to centrifugal forces.  

The rotational speed of the compressor spool can be easily translated to a mean 

blade speed at the inlet of the stage using the following equation. 

𝑈1𝑚 =
2 × 𝜋 × 𝑁

60
 

 (7-8) Stage Inlet Blade Speed 
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Where:  

N = rotational speed of the compressor [rpm] 

The outlet angle for the IGVs and the axial flow velocity at the inlet of the stage 

are known. Therefore the velocity triangle in the inlet of the first stage can be 

derived. 

To connect the triangle for the inlet to the outlet firstly a total energy estimate, per 

unit mass flow, at equilibrium has to be performed. In addition, the work produced 

per unit mass flow has to be linked with the swirl velocities in the inlet and outlet 

of the stage using the conservation of momentum thought the rotor. The resulting 

equation is known as the Euler’s Turbine Equation [31] and it is one of the most 

useful relationships in turbomachinery. The following formula is the Euler’s 

Turbine Equation: 

Δ𝐻 = 𝑈2 × 𝐶𝑤2 − 𝑈1 × 𝐶𝑤1  (7-9) Euler’s Equation 

The difference in enthalpy for the rotor inlet to the outlet can be expressed using 

the following equation. 

Δ𝐻 = 𝐶𝑝 × 𝛥𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒  (7-10) Enthalpy Difference 

Therefore using the temperature rise per stage as described in the table 7-4, the 

swirl velocity at the outlet of each stage can be calculated. According to the [31] 

the outlet absolute velocity must correspond both with the stage work (swirl 

velocity Cw2) and with the mass continuity within the stage. Since the swirl velocity 

at the outlet is predetermined by the Euler’s equation, the outlet axial velocity is 

initial guess and by using the mass flow conservation the outlet absolute flow 

angle (α2) is calculated. This is an iterative process and it was performed in Excel.  

After the iterations the axial velocity at the outlet in addition to the absolute 

velocity and flow angle can be determine, completing the velocity triangle at the 

outlet of the blade row. The same methodology was used for all the stages of the 

compressor. 
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Feasibility of the Design   

The author used the guideline presentment in [31] to check if the resulting velocity 

triangles are feasible. More specifically the compressor loading chart was used. 

To identify the position of each stage at the loading chart three values must we 

calculated first.  

 

1. Degree of Reaction  

 

The last variable checked was the degree of reaction. This is a ratio 

between the increase in total pressure in the rotor and the increase in total 

pressure over the whole stage. A degree of reaction equal to 50% 

represents a symmetrical velocity triangle where the rotor and stator 

contributes the same to the total pressure increase in the stage. It is also 

noteworthy that lower degrees of reaction are related to higher swirl 

velocities in the rotor and therefore higher aerodynamic losses [30]. 

 

2. Stage Flow Coefficient 

 

The stage flow coefficient (Φ) is used to quantify the mass flow that passes 

though the stage [31]. It can be derived using the relationship 7-11 

Φ =
𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
⟹ Φ =

𝐶𝑎

𝑈
 

 (7-11) Flow Coefficient 

 

3. Stage Loading Coefficient  

 

The stage loading (Ψ) is an indication of the work required to achieve the 

desired stage pressure ratio [31]. The following equation represents Ψ. 

Ψ =
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘

𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑2
⟹ Ψ =

𝐶𝑝 × 𝛥𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑈2
 

 (7-12) Stage Loading 
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4. De Haller Number 

 

A measure of the diffusion that takes place in the stage is the De Haller 

Number. It can be derived using the static pressure rise coefficient 

presented in the equation below. 

𝛥𝑝

𝐷
=

𝛥𝑝

1
2⁄ × 𝜌 × 𝑉2

⟹ 

𝛥𝑝

1
2⁄ × 𝜌 × 𝑉2

= 1 − (
𝑉2

𝑉1
)

2

 

 (7-13) Pressure Rise Coefficient 

Since the pressure gradient though the compressor stage is positive, a 

high diffusion could easily lead to excessive losses. To avoid this, a limit 

of 0.69 was selected by the author.  

The De Haller number was calculated using the expression below. 

dH =
𝑉2

𝑉1
 

 (7-14) De Haller Number 

The diagram illustrated in the figure 7-3 below, represents typical values of the 

aforementioned parameters for a core compressor. In addition, the design point 

for the first stage of the compressor is also visible in the diagram. 

 

Figure 7-3 Compressor Loading Chart 
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The final design satisfies the limitations on the De Haller number, Stage Loading 

and Stage Flow Coefficient. Consequently, the final design parameters for the 

first stage of the compressor are presented in the table below. 

 

Table 7:6 Final First Stage Flow Angles and Velocities 

The velocity triangle at the mean meridional plane can be seen in the figure 7-4 

below. 

 

Figure 7-4 Mean Velocity Triangle 

The velocities and angles calculated above represent the movement of the flow 

that will result in the desired pressure rise per stage for the compressor.  
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The next step is to translate these flow angles into blade angles from which the 

actual shape of the blade can be estimated. The compressor blades have to turn 

the flow and perform a diffusion at the same time. Due to the losses taking place 

over the surfaces of the blade, air does not enters and exit the compressor blades 

at the blade metal angles.  This phenomenon has to be taken into account when 

choosing the blade metal angles. In addition, the blade angles have to be 

selected in such a way that will allow the operation of the compressor over a wide 

range of operating conditions. With those considerations in mind the next 

paragraph includes the calculation of the blade metal angles.  

7.2 Blading Design 

The following diagram for Saravanamutto’s Gas Turbine Theory [30] will be used 

to define the necessary angles.  

 

Figure 7-5 Angles Notation [30] 

The desired angles for the following analysis are the incidence angle (i) and the 

deviation angle (δ). Both angles quantify the difference between the relative angle 

and the blade angle at the inlet and outlet of the rotor blade. The selection of 

incidence angle is crucial since the value of this angle is related to the losses over 

the blade. Incidence angle with a value higher than 10o  must be avoided [30].  
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In order to calculate these angles an iterative process has to be performed. The 

process begins by defining blade pitch to chord ratio using the airfoil lift 

coefficient. The airfoil lift coefficient is expressed by equation 7-15. 

𝐶𝑙𝑣2 =
𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡

0.5 × 𝜌 × 𝐶 × (𝑉2)2
 

 (7-15) Airfoil Lift Coefficient 

Experiments have shown that the value of the airfoil lift coefficient should not 

exceed 1. Using the maximum allowed value for the airfoil lift coefficient and by 

expressing it with another mathematical formula, the desired pitch to chord ratio 

can be derived.  

𝐶𝑙𝑣2 = 2 × (
𝑠

𝑐
) × (tan(𝛼1) − tan(𝛼2)) ×

(cos(𝛼2))2

cos(𝛼𝑚)
 

 (7-16) Zweiffel ALC 

Where: 

𝑎𝑚 =
tan(𝛼1) − tan(𝛼2)

2
 

 (7-17) Zweiffel mean Angle 

This method is called Zweiffel’s method. An additional method to determine the 

pitch to chord ratio is known as Howell’s method and it was used to verify the 

results.   

Having calculate the S /C ratio, two initial guesses have to be made. The first is 

for the blade camber angle and the second for the difference between the blade 

angles at the inlet and outlet known as stagger angle (ξ). For the initial guesses 

the following expressions can be used. 

𝜃 = 1.2 × (𝛼1 − 𝛼2)  (7-18) Blade Camber Angle Initial 

𝜉 = 0.5 × (𝛼1 + 𝛼2)  (7-19) Blade Stagger Angle Initial 

The incidence and deviation angles can be calculated using the formulae below. 

𝑖 = 𝐾 − 0.19 × 𝜃 × 𝑠
𝑐⁄   (7-20) Blade Incidence Angle 

With: 

K = 6.5 for rotors and 3.5 for stators [32] 
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𝛿 = 𝑚 × 𝜃 × √𝑠
𝑐⁄  

 (7-21) Blade Deviation Angle 

The value of factor m depends on the stagger angle ξ and experiments have 

shown that the relationship between them can be expressed with equation 7-22. 

𝑚 = 0.20996 − 0.00108 × 𝜉 + 0.0003 × 𝜉2  (7-22) m Factor 

After the initial iteration the equations used to describe the chamber and the 

stagger angle are presented below. 

𝜃 = 𝑎1
′ − 𝑎2

′   (7-23) Blade Camber Angle Final 

ξ = 𝑎1
′ − θ

2⁄   (7-24) Blade Stagger Angle Final 

Four iterations were needed to achieve constant value for the incidence and 

deviation angle. In addition, the number of blades was also calculated. Using the 

pitch to chord ratio and an assumed height to chord ratio. Typical values for the 

height to chord ratio for compressor blades are in the range between 3 and 3.5 

[30]. Moreover the blade height can be easily derived by the annulus design 

process. Finally, by combining all the aforementioned equations the number of 

blades as well as the metal blade angles for the first row of blades and IGVs are 

presented in the table 7-7. 

 

Table 7:7 Final Blading Design 
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7.3 Blade Geometry 

Having calculated the metal angles for the blade, the geometry had to be 

imported into a drawing program. The software used was the BladeGen, which is 

a program developed by ANSYS to easily extract blade geometry. The shape of 

the first stage of rotor blades was imported and a 3D IGES file was created. This 

file was then used in AutoCAD Invertor to create a 3D basic model of the blade. 

The geometry of this blade was simplified as mentioned above. The airfoil in the 

mean span extended for tip to hub was used to create the final blade geometry. 

This approach will result in a small error, but this thesis is not focused on a 

detailed design of the high pressure compressor. The objective is to obtain the 

stresses imposed on the blades in order to predict the life of the blade and a 

geometry such as that used by the author is sufficient. The resulting blade 

geometry in Inventor can be seen in the figure 7-6. 

 

Figure 7-6 Blade Geometry 
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Apart from a visualization of the final blade geometry, Inventor can provide 

additional information. Specifically the mass of the blade and the cross sectional 

area can be calculated using Inventor. Both these measurements are essential 

to the process of deriving the blade stresses.  

Moreover due to the simplification in the shape of the blade, there is no need to 

divide the blade into sections to perform the blade stresses calculations. 

Therefore in the next paragraph the blade stresses will be calculated using the 

blade as one element.  

7.4 Blade Stresses Calculation 

7.4.1 Sources of Blade Load 

There are five main causes of blade loading. The most obvious and significant 

load results from the rotational speed of the shaft. As the blades rotate a force is 

exerted upon them called centrifugal force. Apart from that, there are two types 

of bending moments. The first one is caused by changes in the momentum and 

pressure, while the second is an indirect result of the centrifugal force. More 

specifically the first type of bending moment is the result of the forces produced 

by the fluid as the momentum and pressure change across the blade. Lastly there 

are shear loads created by the untwisting of the blade due to the pressure change 

across the blade span and complex loads due to the temperature gradients in the 

blade. The stress analysis in this chapter will concentrate in the centrifugal loads 

and the bending moments due to the momentum and pressure changes [33].  
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7.4.2 Centrifugal Stress 

In order to calculate the stress resulting from the centrifugal loads the following 

expression was used. 

𝐶𝐹 = 𝑊 × 𝑟𝑐𝑔 × 𝜔2  (7-25) Centrifugal Load 

Where:  

W = The mass of the blade [Kg] 

rcg = The distance for the center of gravity of the blade to the center of the rotating 

shaft 

ω = Rotation speed [rad / s]  

7.4.3 Gas Bending Moment 

The gas bending moment consists of two components. The bending moment due 

to the pressure change, acting in the axial direction and the bending moment due 

to momentum change acting in both axial and tangential diractions. The 

expression used to derive the first component can be seen below. 

𝐵. 𝑀. (𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒) = 𝐴𝑛𝑛 ×
𝛥𝑝

𝑁⁄ × 𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑚 
 (7-26) Pressure BM 

Where: 

Ann = Annulus inlet area [m2] 

Δp = Change in static pressure across the blade [Pa] 

N = Number of blades 

rmom = The radius from the center of gravity to the base of the blade [m] 

The second component of the gas bending moments can be quantified using the 

expression below. 

𝐵. 𝑀. (𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚) =
�̇�

𝑁
× 𝛥𝑉 × 𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑚 

 (7-27) Velocity BM 
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Where: 

�̇� = Mass Flow [kg / s] 

ΔV = Change in velocity [m / s] 

The equation above is used to calculate both the bending moment in the axial 

and tangential direction. The difference is the appropriate ΔV used in the 

calculations.   

The calculated bending moments can then be converted into stress on the blade 

using engineers bending theory [33]. 

𝑀

𝐼
=

𝜎

𝑦
 

 (7-28) Engineer Bending Theory 

Where: 

M = Bending Moment 

I = Second moment of area 

σ = Direct stress 

y = Distance from neutral axis 

 

7.4.4 Operating Conditions 

For the calculations above the operating conditions of the HPC are essential. In 

order to calculate the stresses and predict the life expectancy of the blade the 

reference flight was used. The simulated flight in the chapter five was from 

London Heathrow to New York JFK airport. The results from the Hermes 

simulation were used to determine the operating conditions for the high pressure 

compressor of the GE90-94B. More specifically the total pressure and 

temperature at the inlet and outlet of the HPC, as well as the mass flow though 

the core of the engine are easily derivable from the Hermes results.  
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The author had to select the operating conditions at which the calculation will be 

performed. The worst case scenario for the blade stresses was selected, which 

was the take-off operating condition. At this point the rotational speed of the high 

pressure spool is at a maximum value. In addition the bending moments are 

maximum at take-off due to the high value of mass flow though the compressor. 

The following table 7-8 contains all the operating conditions for the HPC. 

 

Table 7:8 High Pressure Compressor Operating Conditions 

In addition to the operating conditions of the HPC, the velocity changes in the first 

stage is required to calculate the blade stresses. These were derived using the 

same process described in the chapter 7.2.3. It is worth mentioning that at take-

off conditions the IGVs angle used in the velocity triangle calculation was zero so 

the flow was consider to enter the compressor axially. The following table 

presents the changes in the axial and tangential velocity across the rotor blade. 

 

Table 7:9 HPC First Stage Velocity Changes 

The resulting bending moments are: 

𝑀𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 68.476 𝑁𝑚 

𝑀𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 44.686 𝑁𝑚 
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By using the AutoCAD Inventor the center of gravity was determine for the blade 

and the required distances were derived.  

The following sketch illustrates the final bending moments in the axial and 

tangential direction and the distances from the center of gravity to the leading 

edge (LE) and the trailing edge (TE).  

 

Figure 7-7 Blade Profile 

The reference axis for the bending moments changes from the axial and 

tangential to X-X and Y-Y, therefore the bending moments have to be converted. 

𝑀𝑦𝑦 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 × cos(𝜉) − 𝑀𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 × sin(𝜉) ⟹ 𝛭𝑦𝑦 = 18.536 𝑁𝑚 

𝑀𝑥𝑥 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 × sin(𝜉) +𝑀𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 × cos(𝜉) ⟹ 𝛭𝑥𝑥 = 79.638 𝑁𝑚 

In addition to the bending moments, in order to use engineer’s bending theory 

the second moment of area in both X-X and Y-Y axis is essential. To simplify the 

calculations the blade is consider to be shaped as a rectangular, with a length 

equal to 60mm and a width equal to 3.5mm.   

𝐼 =
𝑏 × 𝑑3

12
 

 (7-29) Second Moment of Area 
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By applying the equation 7-28 to the two axis the Ixx and Iyy can be estimateded. 

The final stresses for the LE and TE of the blade can be derived using the 

expression below. 

𝜎𝐿𝐸 =
𝑀𝑥𝑥 × 𝑈𝐿𝐸

𝐼𝑥𝑥
−

𝑀𝑦𝑦 × 𝑉𝐿𝐸

𝐼𝑦𝑦
⟹ 𝜎𝐿𝐸 = 41.024 𝑀𝑃𝑎 

𝜎𝑇𝐸 =
𝑀𝑥𝑥 × 𝑈𝑇𝐸

𝐼𝑥𝑥
+

𝑀𝑦𝑦 × 𝑉𝑇𝐸

𝐼𝑦𝑦
⟹ 𝜎𝑇𝐸 = 16.61 𝑀𝑃𝑎 

The resulting centrifugal stress in the blade is equal to 358.149 MPa. In total all 

the aforementioned stresses are tensile and if combined together the results for 

the leading and trailing edges are as follows: 

𝜎𝐿𝐸 = 399.174 𝑀𝑃𝑎            𝜎𝑇𝐸 = 374.759 𝑀𝑃𝑎 

The most severe stress occurs at the leading edge of the blade. The centrifugal 

load accounts for most of the created stress and the remaining is generated from 

the gas bending moments. In order to perform the fracture mechanics analysis 

and the high cycle fatigue analysis in the next chapter a simplification has to be 

made. The gas bending moments are acting on the blade when the flow across 

the blade is not block by the IGVs located in front for it. There is a region of low 

velocity behind the IGVs known as the wake. The author assumed that the gas 

bending moments behind the IGVs are equal to zero. It is an approximation 

because even behind the IGVs the blade will experience a bending moment due 

to velocity and pressure changes but in order to calculate the magnitude of those 

a CFD simulation is required. The final tensile stress on the leading edge of the 

blade can be seen in the figure 7-8 below. 

 

Figure 7-8 Leading Edge Stress 
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8 Fracture Mechanics 

Fracture mechanics is the field of engineering that determines when a crack 

within a material becomes critical. More specifically it investigates when the crack 

propagation changes from stable to unstable. The strength of a material and the 

size of the crack are closely linked. As a crack size increases the strength of the 

material decreases. This is caused because the stress concentration in the region 

of the crack increases. This phenomenon can lead to a component failure during 

normal operation. By analyzing the crack and the stresses experienced by the 

component, fracture mechanics can provide expressions that relate the crack 

propagation rate with the stresses imposed on the component. 

The following figure depicts the three typical modes of cracks propagation. This 

projects focuses on the rotating blades of the high pressure compressor and 

therefore the first of the crack modes is applicable in this situation. 

 

Figure 8-1: Typical Crack Modes [9] 

 

In order to explain brittle fracture of glass, AA Griffith developed a radical idea. 

His approach involved the use of an energy equilibrium. He suggested that in 

order for a crack to propagate, it will have to overcome the cohesive energy 

between the atoms of the material.  
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A different way to express this is to calculate the increase in surface energy for a 

material. Using this approach, Griffith was able to calculate the stress required 

for a crack to propagate though a brittle material. 

𝜎 = √
2 × 𝐸 × 𝑢𝑠

𝜋 × 𝑎
 

 (8-1) Griffith Equation 

Where: 

σ = Stress required for crack propagation [Pa] 

us = Surface energy 

E = Young’s Modulus of Elasticity  

a = Half flaw length  

8.1 Stress Intensity Factor 

The next milestone in the fracture mechanics theory came in late 1940’s when 

the stress intensity factor (K) was introduced by Irwin. This factor provides a 

method of measuring the stresses surrounding a crack tip. This factor is useful 

because it can be derived using the theory of elasticity, by using finite element 

analysis modeling or by testing the actual component. Subsequently, equation 8-

2 below can be used to relate the stress intensity factor with the crack size. 

𝐾 = 𝜎√(𝜋 × 𝑎)  (8-2) Stress Intensity Factor 

Where: 

σ = Nominal stress  

Moreover, by using the equation 8-2 the critical stress intensity (KIC) can be found. 

This corresponds to the stress intensity at which the crack becomes unstable [9]. 

In addition, the stain energy release rate (G) and critical strain energy release 

(GIC) are also significant variables, quantifying the energy required for a crack to 

become critical [9]. 
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8.2 Fatigue Crack 

There are three stages defining crack growth. The first one is the creation of the 

crack. Cracks are formed usually between the grains of the material. In the next 

phase the crack has grown and becomes a macro-crack. At this phase the crack 

size increases and the crack propagates in a plane normal to the maximum 

principal stress. Finally, the crack length has become critical and the stress 

intensity factor has reached its critical value. When this occurs the component 

fails. The three stages of the crack propagation are illustrated in figure 8-2 below. 

 

Figure 8-1 Crack Propagation Stages [9] 

The time spent in the second stage of the fatigue crack growth is much greater 

that the time spend in the rest of the phases. Therefore relating the crack size 

with the cycles spent in this stage was essential. The first equation relating the 

rate of crack growth with the stress intensity factor was the Paris equation. 

  

𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑁⁄ = 𝐶 × (𝛥𝐾)𝑛  (8-3) Paris Equation 

And 
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𝛥𝐾 = 𝛽 × (𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛) × √𝜋 × 𝑎  (8-4) Stress Intensity Range 

Where: 

da/dN = Crack growth rate 

C = Experimentally determined constant 

n = Experimentally determined constant 

β = Crack shape factor (compliance factor) 

If the relationship 8-3 is integrated and applied to a range of crack sizes from 

initial crack size (ai) to critical crack size (ac) the life of the material can be derived. 

The following expression illustrates the relationship between the ai, ac and the 

cycles to failure (Nf).  

𝑁𝑓 =
2

(𝑛 − 2) × 𝐶 × (𝛽 × 𝛥𝜎 × √𝜋)
𝑛 [𝑎𝑐

2−𝑛
2 − 𝑎

𝑖

2−𝑛
2 ] (8-5) Life Cycles 

8.3 Walker’s Law 

An addition to the Paris law described above is the Walker’s law which takes into 

account stress fluctuations where the mean stress is non equal to zero. It uses a 

stress ratio (R) which is defined as the ratio of the maximum to minimum stress 

imposed to the material. The crack propagation using Walker’s law is expressed 

as follows [9]. 

𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑁⁄ = 𝐶 × [𝛥𝐾 × (1 − 𝑅)𝑚−1]𝑛  (8-6) Walker’s Equation 

Where: 

m = Walker exponent 

In order to use the above equation the ratio between the maximum and minimum 

stress must be greater than zero, otherwise the Paris equation is sufficient to 

determine the cycles to failure. 
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8.4 Advisory Circular 33.14-1 

Advisory Circulars (AC) are published by the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA) of the USA and include guidelines in relation to the airworthiness 

regulations. The AC 33.14-1 [34] was published in 2001 and describes a lifing 

analysis for titanium alloy parts and more specifically for the compressor disk 

assembly. The AC is very useful to the author because apart from the material 

properties such as density, ultimate stress and fracture toughness, it also 

provides a distribution of Hard – Alpha Inclusions in titanium alloys.  

The AC 33.14-1 includes a logarithmic diagram describing the range of material 

fault sizes and the probability of their occurrence in a tonne of material. This 

distribution is only applicable to titanium components manufactured after 1995. It 

is also worth mentioning that some assumptions were made in order to obtain 

that distribution.  

1. The faults are distributed evenly throughout the material  

2. The shape of the faults is spherical    

The following figure depicts the distribution of hard – alpha faults in titanium alloys 

manufactured after 1995. 

 

Figure 8-2 Fault Distribution [34] 
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8.5 Reference Flight  

For the reference flight mentioned in chapters 5, 6 and 7 a basic maintenance 

program has been predicted and the blade stresses at take-off have been 

calculated. In this chapter a fracture analysis will be conducted. The AC 33.14-1 

from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) will be used to calculate the 

probability of a HPC blade failing the inspection under a specified number of 

cycles. More specifically, in this chapter the probability of an initial crack big 

enough to cause a detectable crack in a specific number of flight hours will be 

derived. This probability will affect only the first stage compressor blades of the 

high pressure compressor for the reference engine which is the GE90-94B.The 

probability will arise from the usage of figure 8-2 that quantifies the number of 

exceedances per defect area.   

Usually airlines change the compressor blades and the compressor shaft at the 

same time. The rotating shaft of a high pressure compressor is a life limited part 

and its life is limited by strict rules. In order to maximize the time that the engine 

is in operation, the shaft and blades are replaced at the same shop visit. This 

reduces the time that the engine spends in the workshop because a second shop 

visit is avoided, but the blades usually have not reached their life expectancy 

when removed. For a long haul engine like the GE90-94B a full overhaul of the 

HPC is expected at the second shop visit. Therefore, the author decided to 

investigate a blade replacement at the third shop visit. The number of cycles that 

correspond to the third shop visit according to the created CERs are 7562 EFC. 

In addition, the fracture mechanics analysis focuses more on the low cycle 

fatigue, because a separate analysis for the high cycle fatigue is performed in the 

next chapter. This means that for the stresses used in the fracture mechanics 

analysis the maximum stress used is equal to the leading edge maximum stress 

calculated in the chapter 7, while for the minimum stress a value equal to zero 

was selected.  

There are three additional significant factors for the fracture analysis, namely the 

compliance factor (β) and the two experimentally derived constants (C and n).  
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The experimental constants can be found on the AC 33.14-1 [34] for the specific 

titanium alloy and their values are: 

C = 9.25-11 [m/cycle]  

n = 3.87   

On the other hand there is no detail in the AC regarding the compliance factor. 

The Paris equation is very sensitive to the value of the compliance factor. The 

figure below illustrates the effect of the compliance factor on the number of cycles 

calculated with Paris equation 8-5.  

 

Figure 8-3 Compliance Factor Effect 

The effect is more noticeable between the values 0.4 and 0.7. In addition, the 

difference between a compliance factor equal to 0.4 and 0.9 can exceed an order 

of magnitude in number of cycles to failure. Therefore the selection of the 

compliance factor is considered crucial for the fracture mechanics analysis.  

The author therefore based his analysis on the work of Leigh Holland. As part of 

her thesis ‘Probabilistic Prediction of Failure Events in Gas Turbine Due to 

Material Anomalies’ [35] Holland calculated the compliance factor using a 

software called AFGROW. The selected value for surface cracks was 0.663.  
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The Paris equation also requires the critical crack size (ac). The critical crack size 

represents the length of the crack at which the blade of the HPC will be replaced.  

As it is mentioned in the first chapter the non-life limited parts such as compressor 

blades are frequently monitor. The technique used is called borescope 

inspection. The borescope is inserted in the annulus of the HPC thought an 

observation port and the conditions of each blade is monitored. Borescope 

inspections are frequent because they do not require disassembly of the engine.  

The capability of detecting a crack depends not only on the borescope used but 

also on the skill of the technician working on the engine. Modern equipment and 

technician training have result in detectable crack sizes in the order of 1mm. 

Therefore for the fracture mechanics analysis the author selected a critical defect 

size as follows: 

𝑎𝐼𝐶 = 8 × 10−4 𝑚 

Using the life cycles equation 8-5 a relationship between the initial crack size and 

the cycles to failure can be made. The following figure describes that relationship. 

 

Figure 8-4 EFC vs Initial Crack Size 

From the diagram above for a specified number of cycles equal to 7562 EFC the 

initial crack size can be derived.  

𝑎𝑖 = 6.604 × 10−4 𝑚 
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Using the assumption that the flaws are spherical the area created by an initial 

crack with that size can be calculated.  

𝐴𝑖 = 1.137014 × 10−6 𝑚2 

The resulting area can then be converted to square millionths of an inch (sq mils) 

knowing that 100 sq mils equal to 6.4516 × 10−8 𝑚2.  

𝐴𝑖 = 1.137014 × 10−6 𝑚2 ⟹ 𝐴𝑖 = 2123.72 𝑠𝑞 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑠 

Finally using the figure 8-2 the exceedances per million of titanium can be 

derived.  

Exceedances / 1 million Kg of titanium = 0.0693 

This anomaly occurrence has to be adapt to the mass of the blade on the first 

row of the HPC. In order to achieve that following equation is used. 

𝑃(𝜆𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒) =
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒

𝑉𝑜𝑙
× 𝜆 

 (8-7) Anomaly Probability 

Where: 

λzone = anomaly occurrence rate for a specific volume Volzone 

λ = anomaly occurrence rate for a volume Vol 

The volume of all the blades in the first stage of the HPC is easily derivable using 

the density for titanium alloy found on the AC 33.14-1 [34]. The 37 blades have a 

volume equal to 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 = 1.405667 × 10−3 𝑚3. If the same density value is 

applied to the 1 million Kg of titanium a volume equal to 𝑉𝑜𝑙 = 101.9308 𝑚3 is the 

result.  

Consequently, the probability of an initial crack big enough to cause failure in the 

first row of the HPC in 7562 EFC can be calculated. 

 

𝑃(𝜆𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒) =
1.4055677 × 10−3

101.9308
× 0.0693 ⟹ 𝑃(𝜆𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒) = 9.557 × 10−7 
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This probability is significantly low suggesting that the blades of the HPC could 

last 7562 EFC without a replacement required. It has to be emphasized, that this 

analysis only took into consideration the effects of low cycle fatigue. Moreover, 

the stresses used were derived using the assumption of an untwisted blade and 

only one operating condition (take-off).  

In addition, the calculated probability affects only one engine of one aircraft. This 

probabilistic method can be extended into a fleet of aircraft. In order to do that 

the number of aircraft used by the operator and the operating conditions of each 

aircraft have to be defined. 

8.6 High Cycle Fatigue 

In order to analyze the effects of high cycle fatigue to the HPC blades the Double 

Goodman technique was selected. The life target for the blades is assumed equal 

to the third shop visit interval (7562 EFC). Moreover the stresses on the blade will 

change for this analysis. The cruise conditions are consider more important for 

the Double Goodman diagram analysis. Therefore by using the created Excel 

spreadsheet the author was able to estimate the stresses imposed on the blades. 

Most severe was the stress on the leading edge of the blade and the loading 

condition which is going to be used for this analysis can be seen in figure 8-5 

below. 

 

Figure 8-5 Combine Cycle 
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From the reference flight simulation the rotational speed of the shaft at take-off 

can be obtain, as well as the duration of the flight. In addition, the number of the 

IGVs have been defined in the chapter 7. Therefore the number of minor cycles 

experienced by the blades in 7562 engine flight cycles can be calculated as 

follows. 

𝑅𝑃𝑀 × 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛[𝑚𝑖𝑛] × 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝐺𝑉𝑠 × 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝐸𝐹𝐶 ⇒ 

9800 × 7.05 × 60 × 43 × 7562 = 1.348 × 1012 

The first step in the Double Goodman diagram methodology is to define the cyclic 

strength of the material for the target life of 7562 cycles. In order to obtain that an 

S-N curve is required. To create the S-N curve for the material the ultimate 

strength and the endurance limit of the material are necessary. The ultimate 

strength of the material for the specific titanium alloy can be found on the AC 

33.14-1 [34] σult = 910 MPa.  

The endurance limit of the material can be licked with the ultimate strength with 

the relationship below [36]. 

𝜎𝑒 = 0.6 × 𝜎𝑢𝑙𝑡  (8-8) Endurance Limit 

The resulting endurance limit for the material is σe = 546 MPa. Therefore the S-

N diagram (on log-log axes) has the following shape.  

 

Figure 8-6 S-N Curve 
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Using similar triangles the cyclic strength is derived equal to 749.214 MPa. The 

Goodman diagram for the major cycle can therefore be drawn.   

 

Figure 8-7 Major Cycle Goodman Diagram   

The equivalent mean stress for the 7562 cycles can be calculated using again 

the similar triangles method. The result for σ1 is 383.643 MPa. The second 

Goodman diagram for the combined cycle can be drawn and the calculated 

equivalent mean stress can be transferred to it. It is worth mentioning that from 

the S-N diagram in figure 8-6 the cyclic strength of the material for 1.348 × 1012 

cycles is equal to 324.6 MPa. The mean stress of the minor cycle is equal to 

15.672 / 2 = 7.836 MPa. 

 

Figure 8-8 Combined Cycle Goodman Diagram 

Finally the resulting safety factor is equal to 2.37 which is consider sufficient for 

the HPC blades.  
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8.6.1 Stress Concentration Factor 

The Stress Concentration Factor (Kt) is the ratio of the actual stress to the nominal 

stress imposed on a component. The actual value of the stress can vary from the 

nominal due to variations in the geometry of the component. More specifically, 

between the airfoil and the base of the blade a shoulder fillet is created. This 

region is consider as an area of stress concentration. 

The actual stresses created by the discontinuity in the shoulder fillet can be 

calculated using the theory of elasticity.  

In the figure below the stress concentration factor is given for different 

geometrical variations according to the Peterson’s Stress Concentration Factors 

[37].  

 

Figure 8-9 Stepped Flat Tension Bar Kt [37] 

For the blade designed in chapter 7 the H/d = 1.2, but the shoulder fillet is not 

defined and can only be estimated. In order to evaluate the effect of the fillet 
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radius on the stress concentration factor a range of r/d between 0.05 and 0.25 is 

used. That range corresponds to shoulder fillet radius from 0.25 mm to 1.25mm. 

Having calculated the stress concentration factor another Double Goodman 

Diagram analysis like the one described above is performed to derive the safety 

factor. The Kt is multiplied with the cyclic load of the major and minor cycle 

resulting in a greater alternating load for both cycles.  

The figure 8-10 below depicts the effect of the stress concentration factor to the 

safety factor resulting from the Goodman Diagram analysis. 

 

Figure 8-10 Safety Factor against Kt 

It is obvious from the diagram that as the shoulder fillet radius increases the 

stress concentration in that region decreases. As a result, the stresses created 

are not so intense and the safety factor increases. This affect is reasonable since 

a larger radius of the fillet will result in a more graduate transition for the airfoil to 

the base of the blade, resulting in a lower stress concentration in that region.  

Lastly, even a fillet radius equal to 0.25mm corresponds to a safety factor of 2.05, 

which the author considers to be acceptable for the blade design.  
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9 Conclusion and Recommendations 

9.1 Conclusion 

The objective of this project was to investigate the effect of the maintenance 

program on the lifing of the non – life limited parts. The project began with the 

simulation of the General Electric GE90-94B gas turbine and the Boeing 777-

200ER aircraft. Both engine and aircraft simulations were verified using several 

operating conditions. The engine model was tested against the take – off, cruise 

and EASA certification condition and the maximum observed error was 9.482 % 

in the EGT, which can be explained by the way Turbomatch works. The Hermes 

model was validated using the payload / range curve with the maximum error 

reaching 2.8379 %. Apart from those simulations, a reference flight was also 

simulated. The flight was from London Heathrow to New York JFK airport.  

The next step involved the creation of the cost estimate relationships. An engine 

data based was required in order to perform the regression process and it had to 

be normalized to account for inflation. Five CERs were created to estimate the 

interval and cost for the non-mature and mature shop visits.  

The thesis was then focused on the high pressure compressor first row blades. 

A preliminary compressor design for the HPC was conducted and the annulus for 

each stage was calculated. The analysis continued with a more detailed design 

for the first row blades. The metal angles were defined and the blade shape was 

obtained. In addition, the stresses imposed on the blade were also calculated. 

The resulting stress on the leading edge was 378.66 ± 20.512 MPa. The analysis 

was conducted for the reference flight take-off condition.  

Using the maximum calculated stress and the result for the flight cycles between 

shop visits a fracture mechanics analysis followed. The outcome of the analysis 

was a probability for a blade failing inspection under a specified number of engine 

cycles. More specifically the third interval (7562 EFC) was used and the resulting 

probability was of the appearance of a detectable crack was 𝑃 = 9.557 × 10−7. 

This result suggests the blades of the HPC will not experience any significant 

cracking during 7562 engine flight cycles due to low cycle fatigue.  
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Accordingly to the fracture analysis the blades could be renewed at the fourth or 

fifth shop visit instead of the third. This would result in a great cost benefit for the 

operator. An unscheduled engine shop visit in order to replace the compressor 

blades can cost up to $ 150,000 [38]. The operator usually covers this cost with 

the revenue created for the operation of the aircraft. Therefore by allowing the 

aircraft to operate for a longer period of time before replacing the HPC blades will 

reduce the overall maintenance cost per engine flight cycle.  

In an attempt to address the problem of the combined high and low cycle fatigue, 

a second analysis using a double Goodman diagram technique was performed. 

The outcome of this analysis was a safety factor equal to 2.37, which suggest 

that in the target life of 7562 EFC the combine cycle will not affect the first row 

blades. Also worth mentioning is that for the double Goodman technique the 

stresses on the blades during the cruise phases were used. Finally, a sensitivity 

analysis of the stress concentration factor was conducted.  

9.2 Recommendation 

The author has some recommendations regarding future work on the same 

subject. Due to time and technical limitations the compressor design was 

simplified significantly. A more detail analysis on the aerodynamic design of the 

blade has to be performed. In addition, a CFD analysis could be helpful to 

establish if the design blade can perform the desire pressure rise per stage.  

Another aspect that can be improved is the calculation of the stresses imposed 

on the blades. The blade can be divided into multiple section and the stresses 

can be estimated for each section separately. Moreover a finite element analysis 

model could be used to establish in more detail the stress on the blades. 

The fracture mechanics model can also be improved. A probabilistic fracture 

mechanics analysis could be performed, which would result in a Weibull 

distribution. This distribution would indicate the probability for a blade failing the 

inspection. Finally, the study could be applied to a fleet of aircraft instead of just 

only one aircraft, therefore increasing the probability for detectable cracks be 

present in the HPC blades.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A Turbomatch 

A.1 Design Point Code 
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Figure A-1 Design Point Code 
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A.2 Design Point Simulation Result 

 

Figure A-2 Design Point Results 

A.3 Cruise Simulation Results 

 

Figure A-3 Cruise Point Results 
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A.4 EASA Certification Simulation Results 

 

Figure A-4 EASA Point Results 
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Appendix B Hermes 

B.1 Geometrical Details 

 

Figure B-1 Geometrical Data 

B.2 Mission Weight Data 

 

Figure B-2 Mission Weight Data 
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B.3 Cruise and Diversion Data 

 

Figure B-3 Cruise and Diversion Data 

B.4 Climb and Descent Data 

 

Figure B-4 Climb and Descent Data 
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Appendix C Cost Estimate Relationships 

C.1 Engine References 

 

Table C-1 Engine Database References 

C.2 Producer Price Index and Employment Cost Index 

 

Figure C-1Producer Price Index 
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Figure C-2 Employment Cost Index 

C.3 Regression Process Results 

Non – Mature Removal Interval 

 

Table C-2 NMRI Regression Result 
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Mature Removal Interval 

 

Table C-3 MRI Regression Result 

Non – Mature Shop Visit Cost 

 

Table C-4 NMSV Regression Result 
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Mature Shop Visit Cost 

 

Table C-5 MSV Regression Result 

Life Limited Parts Reserve Cost 

 

Table C-6 LLPR Regression Result 
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C.4 T-value and F-value Chart 

 

Table C-7 T-Distribution Chart 

 

Table C-8 F-Distribution Chart 


